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Spitz bows out of VP race
By Jennifer Grant
Acting Vice President for
Academic Affairs Allan Spitz has
withdrawn as a candidate for the
permanent vice presidency in the
face of continuing faculty dissent
over his candidacy.
Spitz had been one "of the Search
Committee's five finalists for the
post. He will retain his position
as Dean of the College of Liberal

-~

A UNH groundsworker gives the winter's first load of white
stuff the heave-ho on the steps behind the MUB (Jerry Naples photo)

•
WUNH returns to air
after silent week ~
By Eric Jacobsen
flow in the transmitter, which
WUNH resumed broadcasting enables WUNH to broadcast its
yesterday afternoon after a five- signal, was running backwards.
day breakdown of the radio
The station's engineers found a
station's transmitter.
current
regulatOr was malfi.mc"WUNH had been on the air
causing the tubes to heat
every day for the last eight years tioning,
and short-circuit.
without interruption until now,'' upThey
fixed the regulator and
said General Manager Steve replaced the tubes, which cost
Woodward.
$270each.
Woodward said the electric~ 1
But they weren't able to figure
out what the problem was for
most of the week.
WUNH Cl!ief Engineer Mark
Ward called the transmitter's
manufacturer, Gates, to see what
had gone wrong.
The company said it had never
had_s_i1ch a problem and could not
tell Ward how to fix the transmitter.
Engineers Ward, Doug White,
and Roger Bresidesk took the
transmitter apart piece by piece
until they solved the problem.
"It's not that we are stumbling
around in expertise," Woodward
said. "We've had four engineers,
including a professional. They
weren't really sure exactly what
was wrong."
The UNH basketball team, now
''The problem had been
' 2-1 on the season, travels to ' creeping up on us," Woodward
URI tomorrow to face the
said. The transmitter broke
Rams. Page 20.
down a couple of weeks ago but
the engineers fixed it. There
were other problems after
Campus Calendar
page 5
Thanksgiving, he said.
Notices
page 6
During the breakdown, station
Editorial, letters _ _ _pages IO, 11 members hung a sign on the
Arts
pages 12, 13
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Mills said he felt Spitz
"possesses -the balance of experience and credentials which
m:ike:> him worthy of the:> mos:t

pleased that he realized that he
would not be a viable vice
president.
"I'm gl::.il th::.t hp h:ui::.

SPnSP

of

welfare for the community to
serious consideration."
"I respect his decision and ad- make this move," Desrosiers
mire his unselfish conclusion said.
Associate Professor of Political
which considers as primary the
importance of the vice presiden- Science John Kayser, also
cy rather than his own personal removed from the Pre-Law
Committee by Spitz, could not be
potential for gain," Mills said.
Political Science Professors reached for comment.
Political Science Chairman
David Moore, George Romoser
~Arts.
In a letter to Search Committee and Bernard Gordon ~_11 declined Lawrence O'Connell was named
Chairman Herman Gadon, Spitz to comment. They are all pre- by Spitz to replace Kayser on the
said he was too "mentally fatigued sently involved in grievances a- Pre-Law Committee. Of Spitz's
withdrawal, he said, "I regret
and discouraged" to be either a gainst Spitz.
.
Assistant Professor of Classics that Dean Spitz has withdrawn as
"viable candidate" or an "effecRichard Desrosiers was recently a candidate.
tive vice president.''
"He is an able and effective
Spitz said the cause of his removed from the UNH Pre-Law
_ "fatigue" is "related to the inten- committee by Spitz, a move that administrator whose leadership
sity of the attacks upon me, my has also produced severe at the College of Liberal Arts
supporters, and my record in the criticism of Spitz. In reaction to enhances tpe position of Liberal
Spitz's withdrawal as a can- SPITZ. page 6
University.''
Several members of the didate, Desr~iers ~id, ''I am
political science department
have brought grievances against
Spitz because of his alleged
"abuse of power" and "intimidating actions."
Spitz said he was initially
reluctant to become a candidate
because of these grievances. He
said, however, he decided to pursue the candidacy, not realizing
the "toll" these grievances might
take.
Spitz wrote that, whatever the
outcome of the grievances, his
position will be weakened. "My
honor may indeed be intact, but
the consequences of the conflict
could only catty forward to a new
position," SpitZ said.
Gadon said Spitz's withdrawal
"was a surprise. His statement is
very personal and I respect his
decision."
According to Gadon, the Search
Committee will I meet this
weekend to decide whether to
replace Spitz with · a fifth candidate or choose a vice president
from the four remaining candidates.
UNH President Eugene Mills
said, in a statement released Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs Alan Spitz withyesterday, "I'm truly sorry that drew bis candidacy for the full-time post yesterday. <Photo
circumstances have caused Dean courtesy of UNH News Bureau)
Spitz to withdraw."

Candidates meet in final debate
By Jennifer Grant
Doug Cox, candidate for
Student Body President, Tuesday
night accused Vice President for
Student Affairs Richard Stevens
of "empire-building" and efforts

Doug Cox

to "get control of students."
Cox made his comments at a
debate between himself and his opponent, Jim Donnelly, also a
candidate for Student Body
President. The debate, which in.eluded Vice Presidential candidates Cheryl Brown and Bob
Coates, was sponsored by The
New Hampshire.
Twelve people attended.
Cox's accusations stem from
the Stevens-Schroeder student
governance
proposal whiCh
would greatly strengthen the
power of th~ Student Body
President and give Stevens the
power to approve all student
government proposals.
The Student Caucus has called
the proposal a "slap in the face.' !
Cox also accused Student Body
President Randy Schroeder of
"coalescing" wnn ~tevens on the
governance proposal.
"He is so easy to agree with.
You have to keep a firm 1aenmy
when dealing with the administration," Cox said of
Stevens.

Donnelly said, "I like Dick
Stevens. He just thinks that
everything would be safer if he
had tabs on everything._'_'
DEBATE, page 4

~im

Donnelly
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UNH, .Durham get set for Winter

Bolllb scare at Ha1n Sndth

By Pam Dey

An estimated 500 students were evacuated from Hamilton
Smith Hall on Monday after an anonymous bomb threat.
UNH Public Safety Lt. Paul Ross Said police found no bomb
:after closinl! the building for three hours, and have no suspects.
An unidentified man called the University telephone center in
Hubbard Hall at one p.m., saying there was a bomb in Hamilton
Smith according to University spokesman Mark Eicher. He ~aid Jean Kennard, English Department chairwomen,
asked to have the building evacuated during the search. It stayed
closed until four p.m.
.
.
_According to Ross, police usually not~fy occup~nts of a b~1ld
ing of a bomb threat and give them a chmce of staymg or leavm~.
If authorities believe the threat is more than a prank they will
evacuate, Ross said.
He said they did not think this incident was a prank before
searchin_g the buildin_g.
KPnnarrl

~ain

The University and the town of
Durham faced the winter's first
real snowstorm Monday night,
when two to four inches of snow
fell.
Thirteen town workers cleared
the streets, using 100 yards of salt
and sand, town employee Bryan
Beers said.
Others cleaned up the campus.
''They stay as long as is necessary
to protect people on foot and in
cars," said Henry Dozier, assistant
services director for UNH Physical
Plant Operations and Maintenance.
UNH Public Safety Lt. Paul Ross

Allan PrincP. UNH vice president for budj;{ot and

::iaill Cc:Uul'u::i M1uw n::u1uval c1 tw::i

administration, called her and ordered her to evacuate the
building.
She said about 500 people were in the building, although she
could not be sure.
Ross said this was the first bomb threat in about a year "as- far
as I can recall.''

were bombarded with snowballs,
iceballs, Coke, and beer bottles.
"One bulldozer operator almost got
hit in the face,'' he said.

No arrests were made.

"I wish people would take pity
on these guys," Ross said. "They
work all day and have to come
back at night to clear out the snow."

New VP finalist chosen

"The potential for harm petrifies me. I'd rather see them throw
snowballs at buildings and each
other," he said.
The University has budgeted
$5,500 for snow removal this year,
"about the same as last year,"
said Dozier·
The town budgets 4,000 manhours of work at five dollars an
hour, $11,000 for sand and salt,·
and $35,000 for equipment, said
Durham Public Works Director
George Cromby·
.
"It's about the same as last
year with a five or six per cent
increase. Last year was a relatively
easy wtnter. There was very mue
freezing rain," he said.
The town spent $2,300 to $2,400
on Monday's storm.
No p~rking will be permitted on
any roads in town between one and
six a.m. during the winter. Violators
will be fined and tow~, Beers said~
Campus safety officers yesterday
asked all students, faculty, and -

staff to observe the two to six a.m.
campus parking ban.
Overnight parking is allowed
only in Lot A across from the
Field House, and in Lots E and
El, across from Christensen Hall,
said Ross.
Ross said snow removal crews
Jlad difficulty plowing the campus
lots this week because of the
number of cars illegally parked
overnight. He said the police
"ticketed as many as we could,"
but had no figures.
Ross asked people parking in
Lot A to put their cars towards
thP frpnt of the Jot. HG i::;lid the

ban will remain in effect . -until
late March.
Dozier said anyone interested
in earning money shoveling snow
after storms should call Frances
LeBritton at 862-1691 and leave
his name and phone number.
''This way students could make
money instead of chaos " he said.
'

Caucus
gets say
in SAT
proposal

Irene Hulicka has been chosen as a finalist for the position of
Vice President for Academic Affairs, becoming the only female
candidate for the job.
_
Hulicka replaces John Byrne, who withdrew last week after
receiving a "substantial increase in salary" as Dean of Research
at Oregon State University, Search Committee Chairman Herman
Gadonsaid.
The new finalist is Dean of the Faculty of Natural and Soci«:ll
Sciences at State University College in Buffalo, New York.
She received a PhD in experimental psychology from the University
of Nebraska in 1954, and has held her current post since 1976.
Hulicka will be interviewed by faculty, administrators and
students from Dec. 6 to 8.

By Kate McClare

UNH workers

The Student Caucus will have
a voice in deciding what will
happen to a proposal to change
the regulation of student organizations, Assistant Director of Student Activities Jeff Onore said

a~ested

Police arrested two University employees Wednesday in con.
nection with eight burglaries of summer cottages in Milton.
Craig Lopsey, 18, and Dwayne Woodbury, 18, b<?th of Olde M~Il
Settlement in Somersworth, were arrested whlle at work m
Philbrick Dining Hall.
They were arraigned that night in Rochester District Court and
charged·with burglary. Bail was set at a total $5,000.
They are scheduled to appear Dec. 8 for a probable cause hearing.
·
Police said the burglaries involve theft of $2,000 to $5,000 worth
of furniture televisions, appliances, utensils, and linen. Much of
that was ;eportedly recovered in Lopsey and Woodbury's
Somersworth apartment.

Wednes~ay.

At a hearing on the proposal,
Onore said the Student Organizations committee will send personal responses to the proposal
to J. Gregg Sanborn, director of,

Student Activities, when the series
of hearings concludes this semester.
He and Stephanie Berg, spokeswoman for Sanborn, said Sanborn
will probably send his own recommendation to the Student Caucus
and to UNH Vice President for
Student Affairs Richard Stevens
by Feb. 15.
Berg said Stevens and the Caucus will probably not take any
action until March.,
The hearing was the second
since the proposal w~s. r.eleased
early this month, sohc1tmg student opinion.
The proposal would, among
other things:
--take financial power from student organizations, giving final
approval of expenditures to the
. Student Activities office;
--require organizations to register with the Student Activities
office instead of with the Dean of
Students;
-require all officers and at least
three quarters of an organization's
members to be full-time students;
and
--require that organizations
"take every reasonable precaution to insure its activities and
participants conform to the law
and University standards of conduct."
Strong objections to it came
from Jay Beckingham, student
vice president for commuter affairs; Gary Langer, editor-inchief of The New Hampshire;
MUSO President Peter Moore;
and student Rob McCormack.
Onore said Sanborn wrote the
SAT proposal, denying earlier

Police will tow cars
Police will start towing cars parked overnight in the Shop and
Save lot today, to keep 1.he spaces open for snow removal.
Shop and Save Manager Patricia Dawley said about 10 cars
were left in the lot Monday night, blocking attemptito plow during Durham's first major snowstorm of the season.
Police will tow away cars left there between two a.m. and eight
a.m., Dawley said, adding, "I'm going to get them towed anyway."
Shop and Save has had non-patrons' cars towed from the shopping center during the day all semester, saying they cut down
on spaces for the stores' customers.

WUNH elects Coldren
The WUNH radio Board of Governors yesterday elected junior
Dave Coldren as the station's new General Manager.
Coldren a communications major, will take over the year-long
job when present General Manager Steve Woodward's term ends
onJan.1.
.
.
,, .
Coldren who said he plans "no immediate changes m
WUNH's programming, said he hopes "to gre~ter involve WUNH
in endeavors which will serve the commumty as a whole and
especially the students."

The weather
The National Weather Ser-vice predicts sunny weather today,
with high temperatures In the 30s. Tonight will. be cloudy,
with temperatures dropping to the. teens . . Snow is expected
tomorrow, and temperatures will be m the mid 30s .. The chance
of precipit~}ion is~? ~erce~t tod:iy a~d 2~ p~;~~n_t t?m~?t. , . _

SAT, page 17
I

Jay Michaels fixes the hole where the rain comes in atop The
Pantry on Main Street. Dave LaBianca photo)

DartmOuth may close
its Greek houses
mouth circulated the initial petiBy Beth Albert
The proposed closing of Da.rt- - tion to' abolish the 22 fraternities
mouth fraternities and sororities · and two sororities.
will have no effect on the Greek ~ "The Greeks at Dartmouth have
system at UNH, according to J. gotten out of hand. They beat
Gregg Sanborn, director of Stu- each other up and break furniture,'' Epperson said this week.
dent Activities.
Epperson belonged to Beta
"The Greeks are an important
part of University life. I support Theta Pi fraternity in college
from 1948to1952.
them," Sanborn said yesterday.
"We were civil," Epperson
The faculty of Dartmouth College in Hanover voted by a 67 said. "We didn't burn furniture,
to 16 margin Nov. 6 to close vomit and urinate in public or
fraternities and sororities. The beat up women." He said he
,
Dartmouth Board of Trustees did not attend Dartmouth.
"Two old pieces of furniture
will act on the proposal in Febhave been burned in my three
ruary.
James Epperson, associate
professor of English at Dart- DARTMOUTH, page 5

Few could hear
the town crier
president for commuter affairs,
By Joel Brown
Students lunching in the MUB was the first speaker in the Town
cafeteria Tuesday seemed more Crier series planned by the
interested in their mushroom Student Caucus for 12: 45 on
soup and tomato quiche than in Tuesdays. His remarks on the
Student Caucus Town Crier Jay proposed UNH Commuter Center
went over like cold quiche with
Beckingham.
Most only stopped eating long most o( ttie students in the crowdenough to laugh when Becking- ed cafeteria.
But Student Caucus Chairman
ham 's speech was interrupted by
a loud "Number 58, pick up your Bill Corson, who originated the
order please.''
TOWN CRIER, page 16
)~~ckip_g,haml student( vi,c.e,
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CaucUs rejects
-~~ g_
o vernance plan.
By Judi Paradis

.,1·
.. .•

.J

A student trudges over the bridge in the frozen wasteland that was a green ravine just a week
_
.
-ago. (Jerry Naples photo)

VP candidates on campus:

Haaland says he's here to 'learn •••
By Kate McClare
Gordon Haaland, a candidate
for UNH Vice President for Academic Affairs, is reserving judgment on University policies until
he can get a better idea of them.
''Part of my reason for beinghere is to learn," he said Sunday
at the New England Center. "It's
a bit premature to talk of what I
might change.''
Haaland, one of five finalists
for the number two administrative post at UNH, arrived in Durham Sunday for a series of interviews with faculty and administrators.
"I would ask you to sit down
with me and educate me'' about
women faculty, he told English
Department Chairwoman Jean
K~nnard at a mass faculty interview in Murkland Hall on Monday.
The soft-spoken Haaland, 38,
has been Dean of the College·

Later, he told faculty he dislikes the way people discuss
grade inflation.
"We should be asking, 'what do·
we expect from our students?
Are our students learning?' ''
he said.
''At UMaine there was a period
of grade inflation.
Someone
asked the question and it leveled
off," he said.
At that group interview
Haaland compared the UNH
curriculum with Maine courses
and seemed to prefer UNH's.
In Maine, he said, students take
three-credit courses, averaging
five courses a semester. "The

of Arts and Sciences at the Uni-

versity of Maine at Orono since
Before that he was Chairman of the UNH psychology de- _
partment, starting here · as an
assistant psychology,professor in
1975.

1965.

"The University has a responsibility to work with the studehts
who come here," he said of a
$41,400 proposal for a remedial reading, writing_, and math program. If UNH admits students
who are not competent in those
areas, Haaland said, the University should help them.
"But we can all use help," he
added, saying he dislikes the
term "remedial."

Gordon Haaland

UNH system does provide students
with fewer experiences and more
time for them,'' he said. ''I think
Maine students are overextended, but I can't say if four courses
give good results."
There ought to be "some mechanism for involvement of stuHAALAND, page 7

The University Facilities Planning Committee voted Wednesday
to recommend parking Lot B for
the new $800,000 Durham-UNH
-fire station.
The proposal, which must be
reviewd by UNH President Eugene
Mills, includes two sites near

ation would not t:>e a maJor
problem if either of the B-Lot
sites are accepted for the fire
station location.
These parking spaces that afe
lost as a result of the building's
construction, will be replaced by
modification of the lot or added
to another area, h~.said.

Babcock Hall.
According tQ Durham-UNH Fire
Chief Jonathan Greenawalt, a
decision on which B-Lot site will
be accepted has been deferred
until the Property Sub-Committee
of -the Board of Trustees makes
a final decision on the general
location.
Greenawalt said 2.5 to 60 parking
spaces would be lost when the fire
station is built.
·
Greenawait said the parking situ·

site," Greenawalt said, "Parking
that is taken away with the location
of the station, will be replaced
with the same number of spots,
either by relocation or readjustment
of the lot."
The Strafford Avenue extension
across from the Elliot Alumpi
Center was rejected as a possible
site because of its inaccessibility,
Greenawalt said.
",Site l?r~bl~ms involved r~coq
struction and redesignatron of the

Parking Lot B, located next to

"In working on the fire-station

The tone of the hour long discussion this Sunday was calm
and polite compared to last
week's attack on Schroeder,
Ste:vens and the proposal by the
Caucus members.
The points discussed included·
the possible size of student government, especially the legislative body; how senators should be
chosen; what problems student
government should be expected
1
to handle and how comments
from the student body could be increased.
Schroeder said he will meet at
the convenience of the committee
members, but that he does not
have much free time in the remainder of the semester.
Beckingham also asked, "What
are the implications of the
Schroeder-Stevens
proposal
when we have a new student body
oresident next semester?''
"I'm assuming the same
thine." Schroeder said. "Whoever is elected will step into the
role I play. I hope people realize
this is going to go far into next
semester since there are only
three weeks left in this one."
In other Caucus action. Doug
Cox, Director 9f· tlfe Bureau of
the Budget, told the Caucus William Kidder, the Associate Dean
of Students, had questioned the
need for a commuter center at
CAUCUS, page 8

•••Johnson supports student role
By Kathi Scrizzi
Albert Johnson, candidate for
the post of Vice-President of
Academic Affairs, said Thursday
he will support student participation in _the solution of
academic problems if he is given
the job.
Johnson, 52, is Academic Vice
President at San Diego State
University.
He called San
Diego's student government "a
good and active one."
~'At San Diego, the students do
play a definite role when it comes
to determining policies. Their
opinions are listened to with a
great deal of interest by the
faculty and administration " he
said.
'
Johnson is a biology professor
who got involved in administration "by accident." He
has been a member of the San
Diego Faculty Senate for twelve
years, the last two as Academic
Vice President.
''There are some very produc-

Committee recommend·s Lot B
for Durham-UNH fire station
Ry Laura Locke

The Student Caucus Sunday
formaily rejected the student
governance proposal presented
· 1ast week by Vice-President for
Student Affairs Richard Stevens
and Student Body PresidentRandy Schroeder.
The proposal was presented
to the Caucus Nov. i9. Following
a five hour criticism of the proposal the ·senators agreed to·put
off their formal response until
this Sunday's meeting.
The rejection proposed by student Vice President for Commuter Affairs Jay Beckingham said,
"Although we do not oppose all
points in the Dick Stevens-Randy
Schroeder proposal, in general
we have serious reservations that
it does not reflect the wishes of
this body or the student body."
Before the Caucus voted, 15-3,
to pass Beckingham's motion, it
agreed to review 14 points in the
-proposal which define the purpose and goals of student government.
Schroeder said by going over
the 14 points he ~ould see where
the Student Caucus agreed and
disagreed with his proposal.
Last Sunday, Caucus Chairman
Bill Corson appointed a committee of five Student Government members to work with
Stevens and Schroeder on new recommendations for student government.

·-entire area," he said. "Given all
the criteria for the fire station
location, the fire department felt
in serving both communities, B-Lot
came out superior over the
Strafford Avenue extension.''
The B-Lot site was approved by
both the town and the University
because of, its "compatibility with
the University's master plan,"
Greenawalt said.
Alan Prince, UNH budget
director, said Mills will probably
decide on the B-Lot proposal next
week.
"I don't know at this point where
the President stands," he said.
"There are a lot of steps to this
process and we'll be in various
stages until the town meeting in
March. Hopefully, we'll have
something for the town voters at
that time."

tive students getting involved,"
said Johnson, "and more are participating now than at any time
within the past ten years."
He said the recent revision of
general education requirements
at San Diego is a good example of
student influence. The students
felt that too many general
education
courses
had
prerequisites and wanted this
changed.
"The students on the Faculty
Senate r_eally carried the day by
calling the Senate's attention to
this problem and sticking with
the issue until something was
done," he said.
Students hold four seats on San
Diego's Faculty Senate and
various seats on faculty committees.
Membership on the Faculty
Senate is only one of Johnson's
many duties at San Diego. He is
responsible for hiring faculty,
curriculum, supervising personnel policy procedure--"in short;
everything to do with all the
academic programs,'' he said.
Johnson said the job at UNH
would probably be much-like hi~
oosition at San Diego.
"I've always found New ~amp-

Albert Johnson
shire, and the whole Northe~st,
very attractive," Johnson ex~
plaiped.
Fundraising is another of Johnson's duti~s at San Diego, and he
considers funding the biggest
problem of higher education
JOHNSON, page 6

Yearbook 5 Dlonths late
Publication problems have delayed the arrival of the 1978
Granite by five months, 1979 Granite Editor Sue Movsesian
said this week.
She said that along with the help of 1978 Photo Editor Nick
Novick and 1977 Editor Steve Bliss, the yearbook will be sent to
the printers on Dec. 11 "even if there are blank pages."
She said she expects the book to be available in late January.
Bob Gerek. the 1978 editor, graduated last June and was
unable to work on the book over the summer. He was Wlavailable for comment.
·
"It's th~ same old thing," Movsesian said of the delay. _
"You can't get people to work layout. In addition, we've found
some errors in the pages that had to be corrected. It's
Murphy's Law: whatever can go wrong, will go wrong."
Movsesian said senior portraits are taking up space in the
Granite office, forcing production work to be done at night.
Movsesiarrwas-the·l978Granite's Literary Editor.... - •
Novick said the 1979 Granite will probably be available next
fall . Movsesian also ~aid there have been no serious delays.

:N ·l'A.G.ifOUR
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Candidates nieet in last debate

FRANKLIN.
THEATRE
Fri-Sat

DEBATE
continued from page 1

Dec.1&2
p:30 & 8:30

Woody Allen's

INTERIORS
Dec.3

Sun.ONLY
6:30 & 8:30

-Jack Nicholson

in

Candice Bergen

"CARNAL KNOWLEDGE"
Mon-Tues

Dec4&5
6:30 & 8:30

"GIRL FRIENDS'' coming .. .. -

"WHO IS KILLING THE
GREAT CHEFS OF
EUROPE?"

********************************·*****

"Pointing fingers at the faculty
is not the answer,'' said Donnelly.
"We should try to develop ties
with the faculty. They have
gripes against the administration
as well."
Donnelly suggested in a Nov. 13
Presidential debate that students
might_"paraffin the windshields
of faculty cars that are parked in
commuter spaces."
He retracted his statement
Tuesday. "Obviously, paraffin
wax is not the best answer,"
Donnolly said.

.

Cox suggested "a parking
committee in the Student
Caucus."
Cox said he has "seen a drive of
determination from the Women's
Center since they started two
years ago.''
"They want to be an information outlet to students. They
have a lot of resources that
nobody_knows aboµt;" Brown
said.
Donnelly and Coates disagree
on · the Women's Center objectives. DonnelJy said Tuesday
that the Center should put more
emphasis on men's reactiQns to
women in society.
~
Coates said, "The Women's
Center is .an SAT _..funded
organization~ which is funded.by
both men and women. The focus
shouldn't be on women only; they
should provide services to men as
well."
.
Donnelly, like Cox, s9id transfer students are getting "shaf..- ted."
"They should live on campus

for at least one semester. Wbv
were they put so low on the list in
the firsfplace? They should be
put on the top of the list with
freshmen," he said.
Cox prefers the formation of a
transfer committee within the
Student Caucus. He also favors
incorporating the transfer committee into the proposed commuter center.
Concerning the new Student
Government ~overna·nce
proposal, Cox said he liked the
"diverse representation of the
body."
He also favored the addition of
dorm representatives to the
C:ibcus, which ho vio\vo ao "a lot

statistics on SAT organizations.
Coates said the office m1gm
poll students on whether or not
they would like to see a particular
band come to campus. The poll's
findings would be passed on to
SCOPE.
.. To maintain communication
with the students, Cox supports a
weekly letter to the editor in
The New Hampshire from the
Student Body President and
Executive Vice President.
Cox also stressed the "personal
approach" of communication
with students. He would attend
dorm council meetings, Greek
meetings and meetings with
commutcro.

more direct and thorough
Donnelly argued with Cox that
representation."
there wasn't enough time to get
Donnelly agreed with Cox that out to all the house council and
the ''general body is the best part Greek meetings.
of the governance."
Cox said that dealing with adCox and Donnelly also agreed ministration is a "bargaining
that the post of the Student Body process." "You have to go in
President should be represent- ·therewith facts,'' Cox said.
Coates said he was amazed at
ative of students' concerns.
The Presidential candidates the amount-of influence the adsaid / students are apathetic .. ministration has over students.
because of lack of ~owledge of He added, "It would be tough to
what is going on. They stressed change, even though it isn't
the import.a nce of com- right."
municating with students and letBrown said, "If you have the
ting them know what is hap- students behind you, the adpening in student government.
ministration will listen." Coates
The Donnelly/Coates team criticized Brown's statement,
would like to institute a newslet- calling it "idealistic."
ter from Student Government to
Coates said that he looks at his
the students. They also want a inexperience in Student Govern"gripe line" available tor students m~nt as an "asset."
to call with complaints and
"My op1mons about issues
problems.
·
aren't already performed,''
Another proposal from Don- Coates said.
nelly and Coates is to establish a
Donnelly said, "I will comStudent Government survey of- pensate for Coates' lack of inexfice, responsible for formulating, perience. I have experience just
collecting ~nd deciphering oozing out of me "

/

PASE FIVE

Adnllnistrators support fraternities
DARTMOUTH
continued from page 2

fraternities and.sororities."
Dartmouth IFC President Ken
Beer said, ''We are taking a
good look at ourselves. There
have been a lot of improvements
in attitude" because of the proposal.
·
"We have an excellent rapport
with the administration. Two
weeks ago we discussed plans
for rush and no mention of the
Dartmouth situation was made,"
said Peter Lane, president of
UNH's Interfraternity Council.
"I don't view the proposal at
Dartmouth affecting Greek Life

cainpus calendar

regulation of student organizations, drafted by Sanborn last
month, contains a section that
says hazing is against University
policy.
_
Onore said the section is not
intended as a first step in abolishing the UNH Greek system.
"We want to be insured th~re
is responsible behavior," he said.
William Dennett, Dartmouth
assistant dean of students, said
since the vote was so one-sided
the Board . will pay particular
attention to the faculty proposal.
"Traditional~y, any faculty ad-

Friday, December 1
CONCORD STRING QUARTET: Second in a series of six
Beethoven concerts. Program: Opus 18, No. 4; Opus 74;
and Opus 132. Other concerts will be held January 25,
February 16, March -3, and April 5. Durham Community
Church, "8 p.m. Tickets to individual concerts $2. Sponsored
by the Durham Community Chu rch, the UNH Celebrity .
Series, and the UNH Fund.
FACULTY LECTURE: "Radio Astronomy: The New Science," Professor Ronald Clark, Electrical a-!ld Computer Engiileering. New England Center, 8 p.m. Sponsored by
Speakers Bureau/DCE/The New England Center. Advance
registration at DCE (2-2015) requested for admission.

lie said, "From the positive here, '' sAid J off Onoro, UNH

vh:omont h:;u;: boo1;1 con£iderod

position the Board (of Trustees) assistant director of Student Achas held in past years, I don't tivities.
think they are going to close the _The proposal to .examine the

very seriously by the Board, but
there is no way to know how the
Board is going to act,'' he said.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Carol Seely,

years at Dartmouth;" said Jeff
Rutishauser, a Dartmouth Interfraternity Council (IFC) memo er.
. "I don't think public vomiting
or urinating has been conspicuous
or a great problem."
Rutishauser, who said Epperson
is blowing the issue out of proportion, said, "Last year one girl's
shirt was ripped by a fraternity
member, but there have been no
other incidents of alleged beating
up of women."

soprano. Rratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center. 8
p.m.
MUB PUB: Shane Champagne, rock, 8 p.m.
SATURDAY, December2
MEN'S INDOOR TRACK: Maine, Paul Sweet Oval, Field
House, 12 noon.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Nancy Wrage,
flute. Bralton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3

Whatever look is v.our look ...

p~m.

,

MEN'S HOCKEY: RPI, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Season
tickets or $2.50 general ·admission if tickets available.
MUB PUB: Shane Champagne, rock, 8 p.m.

THE TRADITIONAL LOOK
!"""

·SUNDAY, December 3
PUBLIC AF.F.AIRS PRESENTATION: "Alcohol and Durham," with Marc Strauss. Listen to WUNH-FM, 91.3, from
9 a.m.-12 noon.
·
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR LECTURE RECITAL:
Paul Heckel, percussion. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 3 p.m.
PROJECTIONS: "Shoot the Piano Player," starring Edward
Saroyan, and directed by Francois Truffaut. Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admjssion $.75
or MUSO Film Pass.
MES?IAH SING: An opportunity for the entir"e community
to enjoy an evening of music. St. Thomas More Church, 7
p.m. Music will be distributed at the door prior to 7 p.m.
Sponsored by the Music Department.
SCOPE CONCERT: Livingsfon Taylor. Granite State ,
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission $5 for students;
$6 non-students.
_ .
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, and "Dormitory Feud," 8
p.m.

MONDAY, December 4
1978 GERMAN-WEEK: Marston House, December 4-9. Six
days of lectures, discussions, slide shows, and German
movies. For more information, see AMLL bulletin board,
first floor Murkland, or call Tim or Jeff, Marston House, 21163.
THE NATURAL LOOK

THE PERM LOOK

YOu'll look better with a
Great''X" precision·haircut I'
#

Whatever look is you - you'll look better with a
Great "X" Precision haircut. Great -X's method
of precision cutting means we cut -and shape
your hair from the "inside out" so it looks
better longer. Great X also specializes in perms,
coloring, frosting and conditioning all at reasonable prices. Come into Great "X" today and
see how much better you'll look tomorrow.

,

UNIVERSITY THEATER: Opening night of "Pippin," the
musical with book by Roger 0. Hirson, music and lyrics by
Steven Schwartz. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. UNH studen/senior citizens/military $2; general admission $3.
- SCHOOL OF HEALTH STUDIES DISTIN GUISED LECTURE SERIES: "Living with Str~ss Without Distress," by
Hans Selye, an irtternatfonally known authority on stress.
~ Dr. Selye will summarize the main points of his philosophy
which presents a health and life-s~ving antidote to the many
ills created by the "Crises of our time." Grani~e- State Room,
Memorial Union, 8. p.m. Open to the public by ticket only.
Free tickets available at the MUB Ticket Office.
TUESDAY, December 5
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The New Testament,"
Rev. Joseph E. Desmond, Catholic Chaplain. James Hall,
Room 303, from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Electron Pushing," P. Connolly,
UNH. Room L-103, Iddles Auditorium, Parsons Hall, from
11 a.m.-12 noon.
SLIDE TALK: "Learning Stations and Inner City Education," Kim Marshall Education Coordinator, Martin Luth~r
King Middle School, Boston, MA. Two presentations: .
Forum Room, Library, from 2:30-4 p.m., and James ·Hall,
Room 208, from 7-9:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Department:
of Education and the Graduate School.
SQUASH CLINIC AND EXHIBITION: Presented by. Kirk
Rand~ll, Dartmouth coach. Field House courts, 7:30-9:30
p.m. Donation $.75. Everyone welcome. Sponsored by the
UNH Squash Club and the Recreation Department.
·
UNH WRITERS SERIES: Donald Murray, UNH English_ ·
professor and Pulitzer Prize winner, will read from a novelin-progress. Forum Room, Library, 8 p.m.
The "Campus Calendar" appears in-each issue of The New
Hampshire. Please submit in1ormation to the Ad-~
' ' · '. ministr.ation Office, Room 322, Memoria~ Onion.

---
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Johnson

for the cities and counties that the
taxes used to cover.
!'hat means they have less money
to give to us."
The remedial programs are
being affected by the ·economic
situation, but Johnson said
universities should not have to
have remedial programs.
Johnson thinks the basic skills
of writing and ~athemat~cs
should be taught m the high
schools, or in community
colleges.
"You don't use community
colleges for that here in the East,
though. That's our answer in
California-we have over a hundred. There are ten in San Diego
alone."
"Otherwise, the universities
have to do it through the remedial
programs. Someone has to bring
~roperty

JOHNSON
continued from page 3

today.
"Public opinion is that the
caxes are too high, the govern-·
ment is too fat. Many peoplei
think this includes higher
education. Our ~rograms suffer if
the public won't support them,"
he said.
The monef problem "overshadows everything" in California, he said, adding that
Proposition 13 has only made the
situation worse.
"The government responded to
Proposition 13 by providing funds

~
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the students up to speed."
The problem of students being
unprepared for college work
began in the 1960's when open
admissions policies became
widespread, according to Johnson.
This also caused grade inflation, Johnson said.
"The faculties were genuinely
interested in letting the nontraditional students succeed. If a
student was not traditionally
prepared for college, a teacher
had two options: flunk him out,
or bring him along as much as
possible."
Johnson said courses were
probably made easier to remedy
this problem--for grades to rise,
the standards had to be lowered.
Another reason for grade inflation, according to Johnson w:as

notices
GENERAL .
STUDENT CAUCUS MEETING: Continued review of
Dick Stevens' and Randy Schroeder's recommendations
of the Task Force. Sunday, December 4, Hillsborough.Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 6:15 p.m.

.,

,RELIGION
TESTIMONY MEETING: Monday, December 4, Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Sponsored by the
Christian Science Organization at UNH.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

v:,·

11 JT

the policy of allowing students to
withdraw from classes that they
were not doing well in. ,
"When the students with the
low grades leave, they take the
bottom of the grading average
out, the top just looks higher."
He supports the pass-fail
system, and said, "I think it's a
good idea. Students should have
the right to experiment without
having to worry about getting A's
or B's."

Student leaders Bill Corson and
Randy Schroeder expressed little
concern about Spitz's withdrawal.
Schroeder said, "When you
subject any human being to that
pressure, it will wreck him."
"I think there are a lot of
allegations to be cleared up if
Spitz continues as Dean,''
Schroeder said.

Corson said, "I don't really
care. What I'm concerned about
is whether or not Spitz will overturn the Caucus' proposal about
·the Pre-Law Committee. It's his ·
own business if he wants to withdraw his candidacy."

Spitz·
withdraws
as VP
candidate

The Caucus' proposal, passed
Nov. 18, asks Spitz to reconsider
his decision to remove Desrosiers
anct Kayser from the Pre-Law
Committee
and
suggests
enlarging the size of the committee instead.

SPITZ
continued from page 1

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: "Helpful Hints on Sharing Faith." Speaker, Steve Crow;
also, panel discussion. Friday, December 1, Room 203,
McConnell Hall, from 7-9:30p.m.
ALPHA ZETA GENERAL MEETING: The meeting
on Tuesday, December 5 HAS BEEN CANCELLED .
An emergency meeting will be arranged for the candy
sale.
-

>i'Arts in the University," O'ConHistory
Professor
Hans
nell said.
Heilbronner and Charles Clark
Biochemistry
Professor were
both upset with Spitz's
Donald Green is acting as chair- decision.
•
man of the Professional Standards Committee for all grievances
'Clark said he has ''never been
against Spitz made by the more upset with anything" since
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Tuesday, December
Political Science DepartmeJtt. he's been at UNH.
5. Room 134, Memorial Union 7 p.m.
Green said he respects Spitz's
decision.
Heilbronner declined to comThe "notices" section appears in each issue of The ·
"It has been a very trying time ment, saying that "people have
New Hampshire. Please submit inf9rmation to the
for everyone involved with the ~estroyed him e~ough already,''
Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union.
grievances against Dean Spitz," m reference to Spitz.
Green said.
Heilbronner and Clark were the
authors of a faculty petition that
objected to faculty members
publicly airing their grievances
against Spitz.
English Professor Donald
Murray said, "I'm saddened for
Allan Spitz as a human being and
I'm deeply distressed for the
University."

,.

"The methods used to attack
Allan Spitz threatened all of us:
students administration, staff
and facuity,'' Murray said.

December 7 & 8, 1978
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Granite State Room
Memorial Union Bui"lding
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
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PAGE SEVEN

________..:..,____________r-----NEED A-JOB?

Haaland
HAALAND
continued from page 3
dents" in academic issues, Haaland said, although he did not say
what that should be.
In 1976 faculty complruned that
the unicameral University Senate gave students too much voice
in academic policy, and the Senate was later disbanded. Faculty
now control those policies.
"My recollection is that student participation (in the old
Senate) was good,'' said Haaland,
who was a member of the Senate:
when he was here.
He said the University should
try to equalize the number of.men
and women with tenured oositions here, although he opposes
a quota system.
"Until recently women have
:not been as prevalent in graduate programs, which are the entry level for professional positions," he said.
"Affirmative Action, as I understand it, means that we are
taking positive steps. At the
same time we have an obligation
to assure that standards for quality are maintained. Quotas don't
always speak to that."
But, he told faculty, it would be
"foolish" of him to come up with
a specific solution until he fully
understands the situation.
•
He said he would not like to see
UNH faculty get collective bargaining, although he "could work
with it."
"It's much easier if you and I
could sit down and chat" without
mvolving a third party, he said.
"Collective bargaining traditionally comes when one party
feels disenfranchised,n he said ..
lle said he would like to av01d
that feeling.
UMaine has just started collective bargaining. Haaland said
it's too early to tell how successful it is there.

-nswers to the

Universitylhea~er
55TH SEASON
presents
the musical comedy
PIPPIN
by Roger 0. Hirson
and Stephen Schwartz
directed by Carol A. Lucha
December 4-9 at 8 P.M.
December 6 at, 2 P.M.

Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University
of New Hampshire
Durham, N.H.
General: $3.00, $4.00
StudenVMi litary/Senior:
$2.00, $3.00
Reservations:
(603) 862-2290
Dinner-Theater Available ·

PJPPJD

I We can offer you: 1
I
I

I

... flexible working·hours
... challenging work .

... optional vacation and
summer work
...Good Pay
We need 1Ohours a week minimum
to 20 hours maximum.
Students with computer ·o·r statistics
backgrounds may qualify for higher
pay.
Apply to:
J
Fay Rubin
1
I
Academic Computing Activities
304 McConnell Hall . .
·
1 Two positions are available, apply

I

I
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at makes our

Bame-broiled
1/4 pound Double
·Cheeseburger
so great?

collegiate
croHword

Lots of zesty catsup
and tasty mustard.
Two four-inch
squares of
tangy cheese.
Two crunchy
slices of pickle.

Room
and
Board
Available for
second semester
~n Madbury Road
1 minute walk
from downtown
$775/semester
Call 868-2335
or
862-1290

early morning
is best
ask for Gerry
or leave message

A big, toasted four-inch
sesame seed bun.

Two
flame-broiled,
: not fried,
,_ meat patties,
· both of juicy,
100% pure beef.

Twice the meat, twice the cheese ... that's what you get when you
order the big Double Cheeseburger. Bite into it. Enjoy the blend
of flavors ... the meat juices and the tangy taste of cheese
with a cheddary flavor. This is the cheeselover'? cheeseburger,
and it's yours at Burger King. Come and get it!

..

I
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OFFICIAL
OLYMPIC_
T-SHIRTS
Join the Lake Placid

;

Calle us

XlllOLYMPIC

p -

Q29.[I
- ' PlACD

CAUCUS
continued from page 3

198()

the MUB Board of Governor's
meeting this week.
Quality Eyewear - Excellent Service
"I question Bill Kidder asking
Come see our huge selection of
about the need for a commuter
Eyeglass Frames-You Can
center after Dick Stevens told us
-Aff o'rd the Best!
this would be his highest priorTWIN RIVER ENTE~PRISES
ity this semester," said BeckingRIVER ROAD
_ In-Store, La b-ln-Store Tint.ing ham.
LAKE PLACID. N .Y. 12946
QUANTITY
FREE
ADJUSTMENTS-REP AIRS
Cox said the MUB Board of
([I: $5 .95 ea .
- SIZE AND
Prescriptions Filled - Lenses Duplicated
Governors discussed the idea of
QUANTITY SM MED
L
XL
PLUS 75¢
a commuter tax to fund the cenHANDLING
466 Central Ave., Morrill'Bldg. Dover
He said MUB Director
ter.
TOJAL
Mon.-Fri.
Gregg Sanborn and Kidder preENC.LOSED - - _8:30-5:30
ferred this idea over a MUB tax.
Sat .
y1S4•
Cox s:iin they felt this money
master charge
should not come out of general
THE INTElllANll CAllD
2
ADDRESS--------------University funds because resiI
dent students pay into these
C I T Y - - - - - - - S T A T E - - - - ZIP _ _
funds.
"There are two things that
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • b o t h e r me,'' said -Beckingham,
"The administration is inconsistent in saying residents should
not pay, but okay using SAT
funds or MUB programming
funds which residents pay for.''
current knowledge and enthusiasm
We're talking to you becau.se
Beckingham also said resiGenRad is committed to recruiting of the recent graduate with the
dents should be allowed to partidevelopment knowledge of our
the best engineering personnel
cipate in commuter programs
since most students move off
more experienced staff members.
available to continue our internacampus while at UNH.
Everyone benefits from this
tional reputation for quality and
On another issue, David Liverstate-of-the-art products. After
arrangement.
more, Chairman of the Dining
and Residence Advisory Council,
we've got the best we try to keep Work better alone? Then perhaps
said UNH made enough money
them interested by expanding their our "preliminary investigation" apon dining service for summer
horizons and our reputation.
students to reinstate either hot
proach is right for you. Based
breakfasts in Area I and III, bag
One of the ways in which we've
upon your experience you
lunches or Harry's Rib Room at
maintained our world leadership
could be assigned to work
Huddleston Hall.
He said,Area President's Counin automatic test equipment,
with a senior engineer
cils seemed to favor hot breakelectronic instruments and
in preliminary profast in Areas I artd III. No action
duct investiacoustic/vibration measurement
was taken on the issue.
The , Caucus - also passed
instruments is through the
gation.
motions forming a student gov"project-team concept." Used
ernment public relations comeffectively for product developmittee and combining the student
off campus housing and comment, this concept allows
muter affairs committees.
If you

Winter Olympics
• Great Christmas Gifts
•Get yo~r Grandmother one

~~~LL:RENI:=====:1:::1:::1

I \I

ORDER YOUR OLYMPIC
T-SHIRT NOW __ _
WITH 6-COLOR
OLYMPIC LOGO

l

J 1::~ :~~94

us to mix the

I

plan to
continue
your education -=- We' re
behind you all
the way. Under
our tuition program
you'll be eligible
immediately for
'100% reimbursement.
We're intetested
in talking to:
BS~E, MSEE candidates,
Computer Science majors
with Logic Design background for positions in Software Development, Hardware
Design, Hardware/Softwar~ Design,
Microprocessing Design.
We are also interested in talking_to:
Applications Engineers, Mini-computer
Programmers and Sales Engineers.
Some companies talk about
commitments - instead we just
do it. The next step is up to you.
A GenRad representative will be on
campus December 7, 1978, please
make 5m appointment_through your
placement office. Or call Pat Perillo
-directly, (617) 646-7400, Ext. 332.
GenRad, Inc:-, 300 Baker Avenue,

Concord, Massachusetts 01742

Gen Rad
An equal opportunity employer M/F

Don't Miss
THE CONCORD
STRING QUARTET'S
2nd exciting
Beethoven Concert
·Tonight, 8 p.m.,
Friday, December 1.
Opus 18, No. 4
Opus 74
Opus 132
The Community Churc
All Tickets, $2.00
Memorial Union
Ticket Office
or at the door.

03857

APPEARING
RIDAY SATURDA

-B lue Lights
7 piece Rhythm and Blu
from Provide.nee, R.I.
COMING DEC. 7 ...

.._._......~-~~~~~--ii'1!1iliiiii11111iiilliiiiliiiiillllill--•· •·lli----·~ · ....BillMorris·s ey

-

Don't miss

'TUARr

· with
FACE TO FACE

LIVINGSTON
TAYLOR

..............
,

Dec. 3 Sunday
Granite State
Room
Buy tickets now only 100 left at MUB ticket office

,1111n1'
is christ1nas country ·

..........................................

$1499
The perfect holiday gift
for every man on your
Christmas list at preholiday savings. Save $5
to $15 on every sweater.
An outstanding collection of this season's new
sweaters. Your choice of
shetland pullovers, cable
knits, colorful ski patterns, men's coat-style
sweaters.

.

Q

Sweaters for less from
one of our famous
makers.. . a perfect time
to
purchase
several
sweaters
at
great
savings.

0

tr
t

~~.
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&
Pe~!"!C~t55
Crai/5
T

rer.

Durham, New Hampshire 03824 (6031868-5584

Special Christmas Hours Startin~ Dec. 6
Mon. , Tues. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Wed. , Thur., Fri. Eve 'til 8:30 p.m.
Sat. 9,a.m.-5 pm. , Sun. 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

r, ,

l
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- •

·•

· ·

All sizes, all colors for
your choosino.
&JOWntown
DOVER

Downtown
PORTSMOUTH

I
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editorial----.. . .
Cox and Brown: an experienced team
will continue to work in and influence student
government at UNH.
Cox is the most experienced candidate, and
the most level-headed. Both he and Donnelly
have a sharp sense of the issues and the honest
desire to improve the quality of student life here.
Donnelly's the angry candidate, an innovator
who won't be compromised. While we admire
these qualities, we feel they are overshadowed by
Cox's finer sense of when to get mad and when to
- remain calm. Cox offers _unquestionable reliability as a clear, strong voice for. the students.
It's easier to choose between Brown and Coates.
Brown's knowledge of the issues ~nd her
willingness to speak out on them makes her the
clear favorite.
A good example is the candidates' comments at
last week's five-hour Student Caucus meeting on
the Stevens-Schroeder governance report. Brown
was a vocal participant in the sharp criticism
leveled against the proposal. Coates, however,
remained silent throughout.

The New Hampshire endorses Doug Cox
and Cheryl Brown for Student Body President and
Executive Vice President, c:{nd urges students to
vote for them in Tuesday's and Wednesday's
election.
Cox and Brown have the experience in leadership, knowledge of the issues, and the firm sense
of how the University works that will give students the most eff~ctive and positive leadership.
Cox and Brown, and ·ihe opposing team of Jim
Donnelly and Bob CoateS, have worked long and
hard to reach the students here. They've visited house councils, knocked on dorm doors,
and held countless discussions and debates.
Several striking differences in the style and substance of the Presidential and Vice Presidential
candidates have surfaced in their campaign efforts.
Still, our support for Cox and Brown was not
an easy decision. Both their opponents have
qualities we'd like to see more of in Cox and
Brown, and we hope that Donnelly and Coates

letters
Change it
To the Editor:
Alas, it is once again that time of
year when everything is coming
together <or apartl. The first snow has
fallen, the basketball team beat Yale,
Snively Arena is once again alive with
skaters, the gingko tree has shed its
leaves, and finals will soon be-upon us.
However, it only takes a few minutes
to make your impact here at UNH in
different ways. You! Not your roommate. or the woman in the front row,
or the crowd down at Weeks; You.
Only a few minutes to think about what
is happening at UNH...and decide to
change it for the better. Anything can
be improved, but that takes people,
time, and effort; but, the more people
involved, the less time and effort for
each individual. Write a letter, make a
call, voice your concerns constructively and use the resources available
to you! Students have a strong voice,
individually and collectively.
Coming up on Tuesday and Wednesday are student body president and
vice president elections. ll 's very easy
to vote. All you need is your ID and
your opinion; the pens-, ballots, boxes,
and people are provided. Polls _are
conveniently located throughout campus. Exercise your privilege, utilize

your rights as a UNH.citizen - vote!
Sincerely,
Randy Schroeder

Election
To the Editor:
As the student body presidential
elections grow near, it has become
apparent that there are two large
areas of concern regarding my candidacy. The first is the "image"
that I supposedly project, and the
second concerns my choice of a running mate, Bob Coates. Let me take
this time to define myself more
clearly.
To begin, I am not a militant radical who was born a decade too late.
However, I do become angry when I
see that students are consistently misled, that they are treated like children,
and that they are not generally encouraged to take the initiative unless such
"initiative ' conforms to an administrative or faculty view. This .anger
is a constructive anger: I will work to
effect change in the areas where students feel that change is neeessary.
To say that I cannot effectively work
with the administration or faculty is a
direct omission of the fact that I am
presently working well with them in
my capacity as student Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Concerning the choice of my running
mate: I have known Bob for five
years now. I ha\re always been impressed with his energy, with his·
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To the Edi tor:
This year is one of the most important for all students. The new student
governance system will be implemen-

Donna Funteral

Ad Production
Manager

ted in the near future; the next' student
body president will play a leading role.
Jim Donnelly is the only candidate
who has exhibited the flexibility and
firmness necessary to serve as student
body president.
There is no denying that Jim Donnelly is an "angry young man." Students have rapidly lost power and influence on this campus. We all have a
right, and a duty, to be upset. Yet,
Donnelly can work constructively with
the administration and faculty. He has
recognized that they have needs and
concerns of their own, and, for that
very reason, the student body requires
a strong voice that will be heard, is
knowledgable and has an understanding of the issues, but will not be
concilatory with administrators. Donnelly can put his anger to work for the
students.
If Donnell:y- is elected, student power
will increase and will not decrease
through default by the inaction and ineffectiveness of a weak student body
president.
No one could accuse Jim Donnelly of
wishy-washy politicking. His respect
and concerns for the students are aptly
demonstrated in his performance as
student vice president for Academic
Affairs.
He has the experience, the brains,
and the guts. Jim Donnelly for a strong
student government.
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ability to qu,ickly acquire and use new
knowledge, and with the fact that he
is an innovator who does not have to
be told what to do. I did not choose
Bob because he was "male" as
opposed to "female". I chose a person
on whom I could depend, a person
to whom I could give a task and trust
that it would be done efficiently and
well.
Finally, many people hav_e sai? tha~
they will not vote because they do not
know the candidates. Do the ma1omy
of people in this country actually me~t
and socialize with political candidates? One must rely upon the press
to inform them of the issues, of the
personalities of the candidates, and of
their stands on those issues. So read
The New Hampshire, form your own
opinion, and then vote for student body
president on Dec. 5 and 6. If you would
like to see two hardworking students
work with the system to make some
necessary and long overdue, changes,
you'll vote Donnelly-Coates.
Jim Donnelly
·
candidate, student body president

Problems
To the Edi tor:
- No, I'm not in Student Caucus. No,
I'm not "involved" in student affairs.
But, here I sit at the Student Body
Presidential Debate listening to the
never ending battle over parking
issues.
As I look around the Strafford Room,
there are 60 chairs set up and 14 taken.
This means that only about 25 percent
of the people expected showed up. But
only 60 people were actually expected.

It's often pointed out that people act
the way society expects them to.
Apparently, we, the students, are
sadly rising to the occasion.
Perhaps this reflects why the
headlines are stuck on parking tickets
and commuter problems. It's difficult
to tell one The New Hampshire issue
from another. Whatever happened to
the good old fashioned problems like
what do I have to take to graduate?
Or, why is the library closed on Friday
night? And why is it so hopelessly
overheated? I think we have all asked
this - infamous question:
Which
requirements do students have to
follow, the ones from the catalogue
he/she entered the University under,
the one in the catalogue when he/she
declared a major,- or the ones in the
catalogue when he/she graduates?
How come I consistently get different
answers from faculty?
Commuter students do have
problems, but they never seemed to be
specifically addressed. How come
everytime I want to place an oncampus call I have to barge into some
office asking to use their phone? One
phone in the MUB is not sufficient.
Also, finding a seat to eat lunch is a
challenge, to say the least. And rthe
MUB doesn't even serve bonafide food
after 2 p.m. Are we dependent on
unappetizing venc,l.ing machines and
for hungry afternoon and evening'
students?
Granted, parking is a problem. It
appears, however, that many students
and faculty forget that it's a privilege
to drive a car to campus, and that
walking from lot D or A is invigorating. When gas prices shoot up
to $.90 a gallon maybe we'll be fortunate enough to see changes in the
headlines. They will probably hover
over the Kari-Van and new questions
will rise. Why don't they have more
runs? Whv is service so bad on the
weekends?- Is it possible to get from
Newmarket to the Newington Mall
without waiting for 1 hour in Durham?
Will we ever see shelters for the bus
stops?
We all know of something that we'd
like changed. To express your views
and learn what's going on, you don't
have to dedicate yourself and your
time to student government, or an
organization, or tie yourself to a stake
in front of T-Hall. It can be as simple
as writing a letter during the commercials on Laverne and Shirley, or
making a phone call during that first
beer on Friday afternoon, or even
taking 60 seconds out of your day to

about letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and
prints them as space allows, but cannot gua.t;intee the inclusiori of a~y

Catherine Tully
Martha Chamberlin
Carolynn Duffus
Anne Langlo is
Kother.in Mottern
Lydia Staab

Coates is a newcomer to Student Government,
and he does have one valuable asset: a fresh eye.
Yet, if elected, he'll still be formulating ideas at the
time we need them expressed.
We are at a critical time for Student Government at the University. The new president and
vice president ~ill play a major role in putting the
final touches on our new system of Student
Gov'emment.
Studcn~nflucnLc ·at UNI I lid~ bt!t!n besetged
from manY' ,sides recently, most notably by
Richard Ste".'en~he vice president for student affairs.
Students need strong and reliable leaders to
stand up to men like Stevens--yet leaders who can
also work with the administration to gain a sympathetic ear for students.
Those qualities of experience, reliability,
knowledge and commitment to the students are
best presented by Doug Cox and Cheryl Brown.
~nd at this vital time in student government,
tKe experience and reliability are the qualities we
need most.

' I'

letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a. m~ximum of 500 words in:
order to be printed. All letters are subje"·! t'1 m1~r editing._- Final dec-isi.Qit'
on letters are the editor's. .
Main letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshlr'r> . Room 151, Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N,H, 0382_4.
'
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vote for the new student body
president. By the way, who is your
representativ~. anyway?
Margaret Silvers

Hansen
To the Editor:
I recently read Patty Hansen's opinion about the Women's Center and its
effect on the campus. To put it very
mildly, I was disappointed in her as a
political candidate and as a woman.
Before I go any further, I'd like to
wonder aloud how many times has she
stopped in to the Women's Center?
How many Instance::. ur " ::.egre~dtiuu ..
has she seen on campus?
Obviously, her remarks were
made out of ignorance. Why else
would she say that a struggling organization such as ours, that meets
with incredible student apathy, could
be "segregating the campus?" I'm
sure her remark was made ''off the
cuff" in an attempt to please- a certain campus audience.
In that case, I'm glad that someone
whose intent is to please others out
of her own ignorance has not been
elected to guide us.
Lisa Thurau

Protest
To the Edi tor:
I wish to protest the removal of the
Professors Richard Desrosiers and
John Kayser from the Pre-Law Committee. While a student at the University of New Hampshire, I knew the
men personally, studied under them,
and found them to be professors of the
highest caliber, whose interest in their
students' welfare and future equaled
that of their academic knowledge.
I was amazed at Professor O'Connell's letter dated Oct. 'l:l, 1978, concerning the "assistance" given by the
Political Science Department prior to
the establishment of the Pre-Law
Committee. I was a beneficiary of
such "assistance" in my initial efforts
to enter Law School. Although
graduating at the very top of my class,
I was so poorly advised, that I was
unable to-=enler Law School until the
year following my graduation. I futher
recall that those giving me advice
could have cared less whether or not I
was accepted into Law School. They
considered me just another number of
the faceless multitude in the Political
Science Department.
I urge all student planning to enter
the legal profession to support
Professors Desrosiers and John
Kayser to the utmost. It is in their best
interest to do so.
,
Harvey J. Garod, 72

Pre·law
To the Editor:
I recently became aware of the 9ontroversy surrounding the Pre-Law
Committee. As a 1976 graduate of UNH
and an advisee of Professor Richard
Desrosiers I am concerned for those
students who might not be so lucky as
I was to have had this Professor's
help.
·
.
In my opinion it would be a ser10us
mistake to remove Professor
Desrosiers from the Committee. Over
the past five years he has developed a
great number of direct contacts with
law schools and the legal community.
Many law school representatives and
admissions personnel know him personally and rely on his advice as an aid
in their search for students. The years
have given him a knowledge of
numerous factors related to law
- schools and law students that could
only have been acquired through experience.
In addition to his perfect record
placing applicants in law school is his
genuine interest in his students. In my
experience at two uni versities l never
met any professor who maintained as
sincere a concern and personal interest in his stuo~nts..

Politics, personal advancement, or
mafia style power plays do no belong
in an academic environment. Mr.
Spitz's Nazi tactics are a shame ·that
sheds an ugly light on the administration. One must ask where Mr.
Spitz's priorities.lie. -Is tliis University a
place of higher education for the
student or is it a personalized political
arena?
It is the students and their parents
who pay the salaries of Spitz and his
cohorts. The University 's administrators have a responsibility to
act in the best interests of the students,
not themselves. Th-e excuse -of"tu~iiover is just that, an excuse, if not a
lie.
In my opinion, it is Spitz, a man of
questionable ethics, character, and
methods, who should be removed.
Therefore in the best interests of the
students and the University I hope
Professor Desrosiers will be left on the
P.re-Law Committee.
Richard Joyal
1976Polisci
Manchester

Campaign
finances
To the Edi tor:
It is of critical importance to revise
our campaign finance law. The abuses
and corrosive influences of big private
campaign contributions and special interest money has unfortunately made
its appearance felt here in New Hampshire. There is most definitely a potential conflict that exists with the acceptance of these types of contributions.
And it also creates relationships that
are, at best, ambiguous.
As a result of these recent abuses in
political campaign financing in New
Hampshire, I have submitted legislation to regulate campaign spending.
A campaign finance law should
guarantee a clean and honest election
for every candidate to office. It should
also ~uarantee tha opce ~\ected, a

successful candidate will take his oath
of office with no strings attached.
Gone will be the possibility of dubious
relationships created for the benefit of
those who may have an interest in his
votes and his other actions once he is
in office.
My proposed legislation would contain the following points:
-Each opposed candidate whose
name is printed on the ballot, each
write-in candidate, and each political
committee would be required to file
campaign financ_~tatements.
-Personal financial disclosure statements would be required from certain
state office candidates.
-Location of campaign funds would
have to be disclosed.
-The Secretary of State would be
_charged with overseeing the
provisions of the proposed legislation.
-Any citizen would be able to file a
complaint wfth the Secretary of
State's office alleging a violation.
-The results of any investigation
would have to be forwarded to the attorney general if a violation is indicated.
-Individual contributions would be
limited to $1,000.
-Contributions by government contractors and anonymous contributors
would be prohibited.
-Cash contributions would be limited
to $25. Any larger amounts. would have
to be by check or similar device.
-The legislation would prohibit outof-state committee contributions in excess of $500 unless the individual contributions of more than $100 to such
committees are identified.
-Contributions by state banks would
be prohibited, and
-Proceeds from testimonial dinners
a-nd other fund-raising events would be
treated as contributions.
The issue involved is whether elections belong to all people or just the
special interests. The electoral
process must be purged of the very
source of distorting influence and
pressures - big money. We must take
dose of preventive medicine before the
situation gets out of hand.

a

James Kaklamanos
Representative
Nashua . Ward 6

First snowfall
To the Editor:
When I think of December in
Durham, I think orthe first snowfall.
The storm begins at dusk and its intensity grows with ~ach hour. By nine
o'clock the snow is flying in a dense
frenzy and it adheres to everything:
twi11!'; _ stoo signs, door latches, the
~ooden ra~p behind the MUB.
As 1f the campus is se1zea oy su1uc
unexplained energy, students are light
hearted and mischievous--walking,
running, sitting, and laying in the
snow. Volleyball nets are set uo on
lawns, skis are waxed and students
are alive with youthful excitement often lost in the daily shuffle and push.
Snowball fights are the focus of
relief and tension. They begin as
friendly contests and gr_9w into organized warfare. Groups of yelling
students take running charges at each
other, release a volley of packed snow
and retreat to nearby shadows to reload. The freshman are the first to
catch the snow fever. They giggleand
shout and run through the quad in
sneakers. The seniors are more
placid; they do not shout and they
.s,ralk thro~h the quad in boots.
ln uther parts of the campus the
snow touches in smaller ways. At the
main library, students walk out of the
front door, still groggy from the library's intoxicating heat and are pleasantly greeted by a draught of cold air.
They forget to bring hats with them
and on the way home snow flakes
collect on their heads like confetti.
On Main Street, it is last call at the
bars. Mugs of beer are set on wet
tables and the overhead television
draws everyones attention. Television
replaces the art of conversation. Instead of conversing with the fell ow
across the table, it is easier to sip beer
and stare up at the blurry screen. OutSicle the bars there are occasional
shouts-from drunks and behind Week 's

restaurant someone urinates in the
shadow of a dumpster. Inside the restaurant couples sit in booths sipping
hot chocolate and reading the placemats.
By 2 a.m. the storm loses itS vigor
and charm. Fingers and toes are cold
and the campus police look for the last
of the snow throwing criminals. The
school is once again settled. With the
same eruptive speed that began the
evening, the enchantment is lost, the
fever is broke.
At sunrise last night's youthful exuberance seems distant. There are still
subtle reminders like corduroy pants
and wet leather gloves drying on the
radiator, but now the campus is again
filled with a tense, uneasy atmosphere
that accompanies final exams and
overdue term papers. Sidewalks are
already sliced c!ean and the streets
are salted.- Although the first snow is
the furtllest thought from student's
minds as the trudge to the library, 1t
unknowingly becomes the cfosest,
most cherished memory of Decem.
ber in Durham.
Michael Bergeron
Alumnus At Large

Gregory
To the Editor:
Pertaining to Dick Gregory's speech
attheMUB :
Education <or Manipulation? Contaminated polio vaccine? S.V.-HO has
been shown to be infectious onlv in
Syrian Hamsters; no pathology -has
ever been associated in humans with
this particular virus.
Assocfatfon of past national enemies
with epidemics such as Asian Flu,
Russian Flu, German Measles etc.?
This is a simple acknowledgement of
scientists of those nations who first
described, worked with, or isolated
these antigens in their geographical
areas.
Constantine Harris
Biologist
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Calligraphers and scribes
consider doodling a fine art
/
By Lauren Dill
The art of handwriting is being
revived by Mark van Stone in
Portsmouth. Van Stone-is a regional expert on calligraphy, the
art of pure lettering, and illumination, the decoration which accompanies the lettering. Van
Stone has exhibited in New York,
has a piece on display at the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts and·
has taught numerous calligraphy
courses. His "Introduction to
Calligr~phy," a DCE course, is
being offered at UNH from January 30.~·March 27.

vv nue van Stone has his BA
in physics from Occidental College

in Los Angeles, he is an entir~ly
self-taught calligrapher. He re-

ceived an International Studies
Fellowship from Occidental to
study calligraphy at the Libraries
of Trinity-College-Dublin, the
British Museum, Oxford, Cambridge and Durham Cathedral
in England.

1973 building gamma ray_astrQnomy experiments in the UNH
physics department. Van Stone
sa_Y.s! "It was stimulatil!_g infellectually, but it wasn't really what
I wanted. I always found myself
doodling.''

/

/

' CU~r1tcu~

Van Stone says, "I was spending
eight hours a day with Celtic
manuscripts, studying ornamental technique. I was checking out
styles, iconographical stuff." The
texts he studied were the "Book
of Kells " the "Book of Durrow"
and Lindisfarne, all copies of the
Gospel.

Calligraphy is somewhere between scriptural work and handwriting. Van Sto.ne notes, "there
is always evolution, this ebb and
flow.

arts&

entertainm..ent
Van Stone tried disc jockey work
at UNH and several stints in
Van Stone_ rock bands, but he
"got tired of chewing guys out
for not showing up." His doodling
led back to calligraphy, teaching
courses, and immersing himself
in " ... whirlpools, spiral trumpet
patterns 'so intricate you have to
look hard to see the trumpets."

"The first great flowering of
illuminated (embellished) manuscripts appeared from the seventh
to eighth century in England."
Such Celtic calligraphy is very
popular. "I don't necessarily want
to offer that CCelti_c calJigraphy)
to clients the r1~ of my life,
seller."
but right now it'S(_,a

_b,

J~

W'C('~fut~

Qfr«tion.. it~«$t-'
lette~s

Van Stone secured a job in

The use of
developed
during the "Turn of the Years,"
the birth of Christ. Van Stone
says "someone developed a
Roman letter and a system was
established with a strong sense
of intern.al order.''

"Most scribes do
italic handwriting.

UtlS
Van Stone notes that J.R.R.
Tolkien, creator of the "Lord of
the Rings'' wrote the trilogy because he wanted to invent a
language. "Tolkien drew on Anglosaxon runes and so his elfin script
is genuine. I feel a real kinship
with Tolkien. He's a true linguist."

'Italic is very useful
because you can
write your checks
in it. It's eminentl_y
readable.' "
"Essentially every institution
had its monuments which had to
be labelled. The best lettering
was lavished on the monuments
set up by the Greek kings and
Roman emperors. They reaily
haven't been eoualled_''

I

Brian Sutherland, Dee Kenna and Michael Turner of the University Theater soft-shoe off to the
world of "Pippin," opening Monday, Dec. 4 at the Johnson Theater. There will be an open
dress rehearsal on Sunday, Pee. 3 at 8 p.m. for a sneak preview of this musical extravaganza.

~~(t_,·~l/D~~

Van Stone creates scripts himself, and teaches them to his students. He can pick out lettering
and identify the scribe as one
of his students simply because
it's van Stone script. He estimates
that at least half of his students
continue to use calligraphy, and
one out of 25 continues professionally. Most students are graphic
artists, but van Stone believes
that "everyone needs lettering."
CALLIGRAPHY, page 13

The Dead's latest ,a lbum
is shaky and shallow
By Barbara Malone

of minutes long and is totally percussfve featuring Jordan Amarantha on percussion. Amarantha
takes complete control over the
Afro.Latin rhythms displayed here.

The Grateful Dead's newest
album "Shakedown Street"
might just leave avowed Dead
Heads very shaken up.
This disc is highly commercial
On side two, "I Need a
in its song selection, recording Miracle" starts out hopefully and
technique and delivery. On the humorously enough. It has a
title cut a rather shockingly disco basic straight-ahead rock and
drum part opens the tune, and roll structure but it reveals a
gradually digital delay voice stilted self-consciousness from
tracks of Donna Godchaux ease which much of this album sufin with a Donna Summer-like fers.
sultriness.
The Grateful Dead's special
The Grateful Dead don't ac- musical quality has always been
tually complete the crossover to their improvisational spontaneity
disco. Jerry Garcia's guitar licks that often descended into a scatspace in just in the nick of time tered sloppiness which somehow
and Bob Weir's vocals whfch cleverly redeemed itself at the
dominate the track, are last minute as they floated airily
redeeming. Still...
back to the head.
"Serengetti" is byfar the most
On this album they don't allow
experimental and thus -essen- this to happen. • · .
1 • •
ijally Grateful Deadish tune on
They keep solos to a minimum .
~~-l~u1?~ _b_u~ !: s only a coup~: __ E~:~ so_:i~ ~ ! ~ ~u~oc~~e_d_ _~~

heavy, planned arrangements
which prevent any of the tunes
from taking off.
Thus on a song like "I Need a
Miracle," when the band seems
ready to play they cut the solos
short and allow shallow music to
stand naked. Un~fortunately it
doesn't stand up.
Ironically, Lowell George is the
producer of this album, which
would lead one to believe that the
album could soar with funky
spontaneity and freshness. But
this just doesn't happen. Perhaps
the incestuous reiatfonship both
musically and personally between George and the CaliforniaGratefu1 ueaa school JUSt works
to embarass everyone.
Whatever the case may be, the
album is sadly stuck in a
quagmire of souped-up mixing
.and production which ·leaves this
usually innovative musical force
way out in left field.

1
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Thank You, ma 'am •••.

to be taught

<:Jnother new menu presentation

atUNH
CALLIGRAPHY
continued from page f2

The other New Hampshire calligrapher Mark Drogin, is an
ex-student of van Stone's. Van
Stone says, "It's the old story
of the student surpassing the
teacher. He's even written a book
on medieval calligraphy.''
It was Drogin who suggested
to van Stone that he could make
a living designing business cards
and stationary. Van Stone says,
"I'm not really a big hustler,
but I figured if I gave it just
a little effort, it would work. I
owe an awful lot to Mark. He's
always right at my heels."

DURl-JAiVt N. H:
Both van Stone and Drogin
belong to the Society of Scribes
of New York, a 2000 member group
of calligraphers. Van Stone notes
that calligraphy is thriving in
Oregon, San Francisco, Los Angeles, central Ohio and Boston.
Most scribes do italic handwriting. "The books with titles
like 'The way to beautiful handwriting' come across like this is
the only beautiful script. It's actually a very anonymous kind of
thing."
Van Stone objects to italic
as a historical script. He says,
. "Italic is very useful because
you can write your checks in ih_
It'.s eminently readable.

linft'<vsft

"l like to think of letters as ·
art forms. Early scripts are not
particularly readable; one or two
letters are peculiar and you haye
to modify them. You can't alter
one without subtly altering others
around it. I am always synthesizing scripts."
Paleography is the science of

Sustenance, Merriment

~

Cheer at

-

On The Upper Square, Dover • 7 49-0483
& In The Center of Nor-fh Conway Village • 356-2687

F. R EE

eeee

The Random House Dictionary of the English
Language - Unabridged. More than -260,000
entries, world atlas, gazetter, four bilingual dictionOries, manual of style and over 2,000 illustra., tions. Thumb indexed. $35.00

...When you
at $69.95

buy one copy of the ·Random House Encydopedia
/

The first encyclopedia designed for the
entire fal'!1ily. Over 11,000 full-color pictures - 8-0-page Atlas - 48 page
Time Chart - 25,000 in-depth entries 2,856 pages. $69.95

studying old manuscripts. Most

scribes know little about the history_of lettering because they
don't study old manuscript~
Likewise, the art of calligraphy ·
is foreign to most calligraphers,
"I hoped to bring the techniques
together. What Mark <Drogin)
and I have done is synthesize
the science of paleography and
the art of calligraphy.'' They have
coined a new word and call themselves paleocalligraphers. Van
Stone says, "This establishes a
whGle ne link.''

THE BOOK LOFT (upstairs at) TOWN & CAMPUS
Main St. Durham - 868-9661
Mon. -- Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 11-5
VISA- MASTERCHARGE- FREE GIFTWRAPPING
.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Blues - Folk Jazz

B&

S
. lreet

-Research Reports
-Group Pap~rs
. -Final Papers

TUES. thru SAT.
,HEARTY SANDWICHES

-Multi-Page Reports
-Curriculum Material~

STEAMERS
and
THE BEST CHILI AROUND
PLUS

of Durham
-complete copy-printing servic~:..
!j."7 Main SI n .'l"I

RIVER TRAFFIC!!
.....1111111a •.,• .L.._._~~•~M''

classified ads
cars for sale
1970 VW Squareback, Auto Trans, Body &
Engine Excellent Condition, no rust. $1300.
Days 862-1556, Nights 659-5454. 12/5

1!169 Saab 96 Sedan. $400. 868-5153. 12/5
1972 FORD PINTO Runabout Hatchback. 4

I Sta d rd t
s ·s ·
28 30
$
Cl_·
n a • ran mi sion. - mpg.· 200
Call 659-2914 after 5 p.m. 12/8

STEREO SALE: Finest equipment-Moving
West, must sell. ft'actory warrantied, less .
than 1 year old, flawlessly maintained:
Kenwood KR4070 Receiver, 40 Watts per
0.1% distortion, list 320 sell $240 BIL Manual
or Multiple 940 with "Professional Standard" Stanton 681 EEE Cartridge list 210,
sell $140, Infinity Systems Quantum Series
Model Qa (sound better than Ohm!) Loudspeakers, list 350, Sell $240. All for $600. 7426249. 12/15
Free-arm zig-zag sewing machine. Many
<!lecorative stitches. Var10us attachments.
Case. Like new. Just in time for X-mas
giving. K1'm. 862-2210 Days or 749-2406
evenings. 12; 12

~N~iEFU~i~~~1iERO~~TffcoJ8

HELi' . \V,\:\T~:~-i• ,rnT- TL\IE SEE
through women bartenders . $:i.:;o plus tips.
Will train. Call for app. 1-207 .rn1.ai!l4 . BackACt Tavern .121 IS

NEED ONE ROOMMATE FOR 2ND SEl\1.
on 16 Young Drive. Own Room, available
immediately. Call 868-7292.12/15

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS - CRUISE SHIPS!
FREIGHTERS! No experience. High pay!
See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. America.
Winter, Summer! Send $3.50 to SEA WORLD
C-32 Box 61035; Sact., Ca. 9582512/15

SEMESTER. Ideal location: right behind
campus. Has efficiency, refrigerator, carpet. 868-9929. Apt. D-10.12/8

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 2nd sem,
own bedroom, Kari-Van. l',urnished apt.
$102.50/mo. plus heat and electricity. Nonsmoker. May sublet whole apt . (unfurnished) for summer w/option for fall. Call
Debby after 6. 749-3822.12/8

72 VW Squareback, automatic, Body good
shape, new snow and regular tires. Needs
Ski Equipment for Sale: Volkl &I" skis with
valve job, muffler & heater boxes. Still worth · Look Bindings, Heierling Boots <size 8) and
$800. Carol 659-2757. 12/5Poles. Excellent Condition $100. Call Debby
APT. FOR RENT at Stagecoach Annex-at 2-2455 or 868-9711.12/5
Quiet rural atmosphere. J bedroom, large
1972 Toyota Celica, std, runs beautifully,
living.area, -full kitChen and fully furmshed.
2
ESS
Al\1T-4
LOUDSPEAKERS
Heil
Air
.
97 000 miles but good for many more. Ex$160 mo. plus utilities. Call Kevin at 942ce~lent engine, transmission. brakes, some Motion Transformer, power hanl. Cap 250
8215after11 p.m .12/8
'
watts
per
channel
<RMS>
into
4
ohms:
Call
body rust, David 2-2761 during days. 12/19
772-3987 to arrange for demonstration. 12/1
3 ROOM EFFICIENCY llf).'\1f::·.- entirely
renovated, excellent neighborhood1 insu· '13. ~azda RX3 ·stationwagon. 69,000 miles,
lated, no pets, security dep<>sit- ano refer. AM/FM radio, radial tires. Rehable tran- :l.'imm SLH C.'amera Nikkorex 50 mm f 2 O
lens
$70.
Call
659-2593.
12/I
'
·
ences,
refrigerator included. $200 month
sportation, peppy performance, good mainplus utilities. ~2-7640.12/I
tenance recoro. Going overseas. -Priced for
C~t~on TX :l.'im!JI SLH with 50 mm lens,
quick sale, $850 (negotiable>. 868-~96. 12/8
V1v1tar electronic flash. Rarely used. Paid
Apartment Imr,nediately available 3 bed1968 VW AUTOMATIC STICKSHIFT. Great $300 new, will let you have it for $150. Kate 2room neat Kari-Van: Dover $300.00/month
car in snow. In excellent condition-well ~~~5 (days> 926-2870 (nights & weekends>.
heat included. Term · of lease ntgotiable.
maintained. Receipts., for all work done.
Damage Deposit Required: Call Beth =
Runs welJ body in goOd shape. Asking $900.
Tuesday through Friday 8-9 AM only - 742o; •.,.,.. n .. w KnhlPr & Camobell console $995
Call after 6:30 p.m. ~2-5929. 12/15
187112/5
~r !'!!~ke offer. Bassett bedroom set 4 pc.$500
~ust
sell
436-8248
evenings
.
12/19
1975 Blue Audi 4 dr. sedan, bucket seats,
A.M. F.M. radio, automatic transmission,
sun roof, new radials, 30,000 mis. $3800 or C-utt:l:-1.AH SAW-$35 Aladin Heater (Kerosene 1 $50. Sui>er-~ Movie Camera $75
best offer. Call Leslie862-3015. 12/15
Super-a Movie Projector $75. Power Drill
ROOMMATE WANTED: to share apart(2J $10 each. Call 742-7386 evenings. or 8681!)7:J Pontiac LeMans. 350 V-8 engine recently
ment on Main st., Newmark('!. Minute walk
2924 and leave a message for Janet.1211
tuned, 96,000 miles . Just inspected, snow
to Kari Van stop. $97/month, plus approxitires on. $1,000 or best offer. Kate 862-1490 ' Pi.\.'.\o." rile\\· Kohler&<:amot:ieil ·console.
mately' $5.00 month elt'dric. Call Mat . 659<days> 926-2870 (evenings & weekends> 12/12
2535af 6:30i):'m.-12/1 ·.-·-- - -·
.
Exe. cond. will take best offer. Mediterranean
B.t·~lroom set. 4 piece, fairly new. good con1
PF.RSI).\ . ·cuf ('OUPLl'-: -\\·.\\TEIJ TO
FOR SALE 1976 llONDA 175 XL '!,!XJO mi $400 d1t1on $500. We re moving out of' state. 436HONDA 12.5 SL 5,000 mi. MANY EXTRAS . 82.JR. Keep lrying.12/1
SllAttt; llOL'SE IN Portsmouth wtrnuple .
~~ Call Randy 868-9602 BEl',ORE 9 p.m .
. Rent $125/ mo. plus util. $125 sPt·urity
2
deposit. l'r('fer vegetarian or light meat
SAi.i-: : HE.\LISTIC ST:\-lli 1n:u·:IV1<:n. 2
eater. Call Kim or Joe at 431-1571after4::l0.
Realistic MC-500 speakers. LAB-14 BSR
11/21
'75 Datsun B-210 sedan. '76 engine with 30 000 TUH:'llTABLK All for $225. Also, Hart King's
mi. AM-FM radio, great heater, good cond. Rook Skis 1175 cmJ with Solomon BindingsHt•s11011~ihlt·- \\·Oodworkt>r-lookin;,! for small
$1875. 868-2732 arter-8 PM Keep Trying! 12112 $100: :'-Jordi<:<.1 Boots <women·s size 6 1 2)$50.
·oom . shed . etc. for building ( 'hristma~ toys
Call Joan at 2-2154 or 868-9612.12/1
in excha11gc for carpentry or mai11ll'r1<1nce
1971 OLDSMOBILE "F85" CUTLASS. new l\ll'Sll'l\\S: SOUND .S, STK\I for sale.
work or a beautiful round top hlankel/
radiator and snow tires, engine in very .good
system with 2 mii:s & stand· · treasun• chest. Bret, rm . 215, 8tl1Hl7411.
condition. Asking $500 or best offer. Calf603- Val'almastPr
Cal1JoeLaHonte862-3225.ll/2!!
··
659-5182. 12/15
:\EEU HIUE t'H(lt\l BERWICK. :\IE. .to
WOOl.Hl('ll (;OOSE uo\\'\: full-length)aCand back. Call 2-2753. Ask for Kathy .
·- - - ---- --ket. <.;ood ('ondition but doe;.n 'l fit me. Blue.
l!l75 Fli\T 1!1 Sl'OHT. 5-sp. overdr ·22 m-pg.
$60: call 8H2-2606. Ask for Mark . IU12
comlmwd. -t new Michelins. low original
mileage. needs only _minor repair. engine
FOH S,\U:: · one -set of sno\\·- flres : size
Garage space wanted for car during wintergreat-p1•ppy. $ negotiable, must sell. Ca ll
H 711-14. brand new without rims . 12/ !l
Frank. 742-5018. 12/1
within walking distance of campus. Rent
negotiable. Call 2-2098 or 868-9619 ' ask for
FHEE To 1;oon llO:'.IE : Lovable.adorl!liO HEil :\IUSTAN(i ( '0'\'EH1'1Bi.k
Toni or Patti in 221 12/12
able. olwdi(•n( Black 2 month old female
whitt• intPrior. original 8 cylinder :3!)1 engine.
dog : ' ·· lah. Conlal'l Franet·~ 328 Stoke,
n'Ct'nt hod:.· work, new tires. AM -FM stereo.
2-2:n:>. Hfill !1822.12/1
Hest Ofrt•r . ('all or stop hy--l'arri('. 868.1-:i
.Et 'THH' . TYPE\\'HITEH
for- sale:
97!J2. lktz(•l 214 . 12/1
:IB. Good condition.
_ , \ \'0:\ HEl'HESENTATIVES needed in
Mtmn:llES 1;1-t!HI c. no rust. exce!Tenl <JLIVl'~rl'I/LETTERA
Durham. 1Male or female> Earn $40 out of
· shapt'. nms wdl. new radials and muffler. Ran•h· ll"l'<I. H25.00. 7-12-fl:!.!'1. l:! ·:,
everv $100 sold, Phone Gen Smith 742-6666
.. $1_100 or h.11. 20i-384-!l962 after S.12112
~11\\ TIHl·:S·! - ~t.;l1t>l'ial ll.\4irn111i~li· --c7'nl· for a·ppt. 1211
.fo78 Old~mohilt• ·starfin· llah'hback, sports
pound for l)('tter ice & sno\,. traction. Coni•i_i:\ 1.11\'EHS! Skiers!- Exdtln.g and.
model. man.v extra V-6 ,-, spet'd. Asking $3995. · li1wntal Contact 165 sr t:l full tread-used
less than :1.000 miles. $!lo. 7.J2-li24!1.12/5
Call tifi-1-77!1!> or 742-!fll:J. Ask for ft;Jlen.12/ 5
esting johs at Lake Tahoe, California. Good
pay. skiing. sailing, casinos, discos . No
Fon sA1.t:: ~i.c>W-'rim. 111 x 1 :1 -Gfoss-Beif~.
expt>ri('IH'(' l'l'CJijired. Send $:!.00 for infor1!Hi!1 o.,,., i:a11~·t· s1>t1r1 «·oulu·. five -continental TS771 radials. K\'H 111> shocks, anti- Han~ warranty, ii:t ext·ellt•nt condition, $50, . mation to SKfWORLD. Box 61o:l5, SacraAsk
lor Hrtll"t' or Cindy l«iR-!ltill:l.12/1
_me11to . <':\ •1:1!\:!'1 .11/24
swa\· har. 110 rust. burns '.\if I oil. :zreen with
b!~c·'h vin\'i top, tach. tom spt•ed, dependl\lE'.\ ~\fo\rn'.\ ! Jobs-Cruise.Stii.ps!Freight~
able'. usPd daily . Must st>ll: books for $.975.
ers! No experience. High pay! See Europe,
asK111;.! !?\.110. \1·111 take $filHI. Call 436-81119 in
Hawaii. Australia, So. Ame1;ca , Winter,
Portsmouth . !:!i i
summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld. Box
61035. Sacrnmento, CA 9582S. 11/24
St•Pk rtH1m near Durham to stav in two
. , iii:\ 11 t:!:! 'p,\fi'1'in'oi· sali·. lfims. glass. . ni~hts (>Cl' WC«:k. ~;urrenOy commuting from
i'Mn-TrnE .11)us-lii<;~.fo\E\': AccountPorllancf. IJavrd F mkelhor. lll'se;irch :scientdoors. s(•ats. accessories. All vc•rv good conin_g. Law or Pre-Law studl•nts preferred.
ist Sociology Dept. 2-2761.12/11
· All a~gn•ssive. articulate. hungry students
diti'?n. rPad~· to go. rMany oiher parts
ava1lahll'. Call Bruce 1168-0>:11:1 lwfort· \I a .m.
o.k. ~ced sales reps for CPS · l~'-; 1\T Cassette
11124
.
~t·t•d a h•malt• roommalt• lo share 3-bedHome Stmlv Programs. Call Jim IJee at
room apt. in Newmarket. Own room. On
Totaltape. fnc . Toll Free 1-8110-1174-7599. In
Kari-Van route. $70/mo. plus utilities. Jan.1!175 \ '\\ I> \sm:lt. ~'ront wh. drive. 4- cioorl''lorida . call collect 904-87ti-R:!til. 1505 N.W.
Aug. Call anytime. 65\l-251l'i. I:! ~
wagon. automatic. power stt•(•ring. no rust.
16th An•.. Gainesville. l''L 32ti04.1l 124
excdlt•nt coml.. 4\1.000 mi . $2!1%. 4:!6-5521.
t<oommah' wanted to shm·t• houst• in Ports$ti0.tHHI
I:\. FOl "it hl:EKS guar.a nh;ed! Ab11/211
mouth with 3 othets. Small room w.' private
solutt·h· )('gal and foolproof. Send · selfbath . I minute walk from Kari -Van. Cheap
t!ifi To.\ ota ( ·oron';i. good condition .-Autoaddn•ssl'<l-stamped
envelope to: ,Jim Page,
rent. Call Dana or Terry al't<>1· 5 p.m.
matk. i\l\1 ·1''M. new tin•s. 1«1.000 miles , 43ti-2111.12/t
. Box :i:l.J. Martinsville. Nil oaa:lli.11124 .
Lots of lift- lt•ft, book rnlue $221Hl. Need
WE ,\HE 1;00Kt\(; .FOH ;i lrimdly and
mon('V and will sell for $1,:lfHI or ht'Sl offer.
Call Do\'l'I' 742-:maa after :i :fKI or weekends.
capahl(• studPnt who wquld f)(' inlerested
in doing some part-limt• houst•work in
12/ 1:!
WANTED: ONE, AND POSSIBJ,Y TWO
Portsmouth. Please call -t:lfi-lll!Hl t•\·enings ..
roommates to share apartment in Durham
llt•y ! ·;2 B1·11aul1 12. 4-door. automatic trans- n~xt sem~st.er . Two oedrooms (four people>,
ll / 24
mission. 1\M l<'M radio. O>f;,tHHI miles. good ~1tchen, hvmg room. Carpeting and panelsK.1· l\sT1n-< "ff,1t ·P-:\HT-Trni·: \H'ekeni:is
radials. good hody, a~king $10>00.00. Can ling. $106/mo., heat & water incl. Great
and holida Ys . downhill cross -t· m111tr~-. junior
ncgotiat<". ('a ll 11611-2259 lmn· a message. 12/1 location. Call 868-5201.12/ 15
raci 11~ . 1<: xperi e11ce not neet'~sarY . " ·ill train.
Egon Zimnwr111an Ski School. l' .O . Box 681,
HOOMMATES NEEUED FOR SEM. 11
Laconia. :'-.II 0:12-tti. 60:!-524·-IB'.i:l . l:!/.J
Wanted 2 female or 2 male roommates to
share a four-person farmhouse apt. Large
livingroom, kitchen .. full downstairs, bath:\EEl>EI> ,\T O:\(.'E ! Seen·t a r~· t hookkeep FOR SAi.i<~ : one set of snow t ires , size
-roo.m. Two double-s ized . ~e.dro~ms and uping knowledge. R:OO a .m . to :! :oo p.111 . Mon .- .
H 78-14. brand new. call Tony at 868-9723
stairs bathroom. All ut1hltes_mcluded exl'' rt. FIPx ihle . Work-study prl'l1•1Tl'<l. but not
or2·l296 12; 1
cept electr1c11y. $97.50 ea ch. Located on
necessarv . Ca 11 Ga vle742-H77Ha fl l' r 0> o.rp .
• .. ~ ~ . .. - • - • - - • - - - • • • • • • • • - Rou~· Hl8', -Dul'ham . €all- 659-2052~ 1\.sk- fur • • • • • • · ; _ • • · · • ••· · - - · - - '
Deb or Chris.12/!l

for rent

wanted

R%H

help wanted

lnTer.:

roommates

in

for salP

/

Part-Time Help wanted- must be able to
work 7 ·am-9:30am 5 days <Mon-Fri.l Must
have valid Drivers License. Job Consists of
Selling Coffee-Donuts etc. "in factory - Some
Heavy Lifting involved - Call 742-2924 (9:30Uam) 12/15
.
If Marketing is your bag I need You. I need a
Marketing Survey for a business. I would
like to start. Make this a class project or Istu~ and earn Money. WRITE: Survey,
P.O. Box 662, Durham, N.H. 0382412/19

Extra Hours earn you $500 per 1000, stuffing
envelopes with our circulars. For INFO:
Writ~t S & S Enterprise Dept. 105 P.O. Box
1158 Middletown, Ollio 4504212/19

services

MADEMOISELLE's SKI 'N' SCENT -IVF;_
BOOTH IS COMING Dec. 7th. Between 11:00 ·
a:m. and 3:00 on the top floor of the M.U.B.
pick up ski · brochures and samples of
'Charlie" .and "Me" products. For further
~~~~rmatwn. l~k tor posters on campus.
To our essential third - who else would insist
~n. cat~hing garbage cans with her head,
hvmg m a space capsule\ and majoring in
EE. "Hope you have the nappiest birth<iaYever. Much love,
happiness ano
· CELEBRATION! The Corruptor and the
Corruptee 12/1
Marc Andre Caron, a real French cutey,
Happy 21st! Red, thanks for all the ~p talks
spacey intellectual discussions, lid l>its ol
wisdom, the ride to the beach, and the smiles
and laughs you've given me. Knowing you
has enriched my college experience! rhope
one day you'll need a bandaid too. Much
love, Karin - forever Stacey. 12/I
Dear Pike: Thanks so much for the Monday
morning serenade. We don't need beauty sleep anyway. Right? Also thanks for the
initiation to a road1rip. We should do it again
soon! Love and Kisses, ·Mams & Antlers p.s.
We still want that cocktail party! 12/I
DZ Pledges. Sisters. Dales - Get Psyched for
an unbelievable night at the best Pledge
Dance yet! 12/1

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING without going shopping. Complete line of gifts
from beOspreaos to stereos. Competitive
prices with many exclusive items not available elsewhere. All products · top quality
and unconditionally guaranteed. This year
avoid the crowds. Call Rob 2-1619 or 8689749.12/12

DZ Pledges - This is your night. Go nuts and
have the absolute best time! We love you
guys! ! ! DZ SISTERS 12/1
TO MY BABY -Happ_y 22nd Birthdav. Hope
the last year was "THE" best and I nope the
next 22 will be everi better. 12/ I

BABYSITTER AVAILABLE; five Y.ears
summer experience with children, available
, especially in evenings. Call 868-9808. Ask for
Karen.12/15
·

i~:i ~~r~~~~Yc!Jrl:r?·:i-~~~~ ~~frf8id ·

To the wild and crazy AZ chick who chased
soccer players in Bermuda last spring wi'.it
this tan blonde fox who has an eye for ,. ... Jrt,
three-legged Englishmen: may tbf' ~ be
many more Cosmost weeKs in 01 future·!
NOW you 6We me a personal! Love .d.B. 12/8

TYPING. Letters, resumes, reports, thesesj
dissertations. 20 years experience. Cal
749-2692.12/I
Hi\H'l'E:\llEH FOR lllRE. -We. ha1idfe any
fund ion : Weddin~~ · Anniversaries . send~~-pc•1,W;;::~1f 1 f5efi}~Yg2~ IJ~9 1~:.e~sXHl.

MIKE SOMEBOD;\' WHOiPLAYED
GUITAR WITH ME AND BORROWED MY
JONATHAN EDWARDS SONGBOOK: I
need the music back and I've lost your tel.
number. Give me a call at 659-6363 - Maria
12/5

Manor.12/22

&11

11 ":! 1

i>iM·o. Light show. ·souriClrentaf for ·parrre'S.
concerts. discotheques . Hire the
bi·;.l. t'all The Dancing Machine Souna and
Li ght Co . (}113-436,4331. 11/21
TYPI:\(; 6!l centsper page.--P aper supplied.
Will _pick up and deliver on campus .. Call
an_\·t1111(•.J:l6·11248 and keep trying. 12/ !

ni~htdul1s .

PiWFESSIO:'ll~T.YPJN(;· af "ils best by
Univers1(v St·cretanal Associates. Theses/
resuml'.s our. specialty. IBM correcting
Seiedr1c chot~e of st vie/ pitch. ·Competitive
\'~} ~ lor sup(•rior work. Call Diana 742-4858.
Iii\ \'E ,\ L\H l'HOBLEl\l? Hring it to us .
We an· two qualified mechanics who do
inexpensive. but top qualitv work. Our prices
and servic{'s cannot be beat 1 Paul 639-2382
orll68-!l7:10 .
T\'Pl\(; .. Lcllers. resumes. reports. theses ·
dissertations. 20 years experience. Cal 1
74\1-26\12. 12/1

· si'>~;'f·i>°Rl·f,\1m-ff~;f·,\cr LE~s fitting at
a reasonable fee structure. For more informal.ion call Dr. Edward Godnig Optometrist
at 431-4088. 12/1
·

lost& found
FOUND: -small, tri-color female cat with
white feet and nose in Murkland Hall
<UNH Campus> on Monday, November 27.
Days, 862-1313, Eves. 436-0864.12/15
LOST:
MEN'S SILVE-H "BOXCAR"
· style chain necklace. Great sentimental
value, Jost 11/28. If found, please call
Torrey-Christensen 903. 2-2255.1278

· ii>si·: <1n hench-in-Miii-k1i1rid s~uare-Thurs.
_ll-2 : a rrn· unique one legged, aluminum .
· photo mono pod. _Must have to do photo work.
Ke\\·ard. 7.J2 -s:m5.I2/15
U anyone lost a pair of mittens in T-Hall
on 11/28/78 and can describe them call
742-1064 for your mittens . 12/1_ .

Personals
ONLY 19 days left or studying. If you sleeIJ
8 hrs . a day 1 leave 3 hrs. for meals ano
1 for _relaxat10n--it mea ns only 228 hrs . of
studym!!. Looking at it that way, how can
y®.possibey-J>e ¢epr.ess.ed.... . . ;,;~ , , .. ,

New Chi . 0 Sisters: Sue Peggy Diane,
Lorraine, Sue, Donna and Sue - it's your
weekend - Hope it's the best! Look out
Waterville Valley! 12/1
To the new Chi 0 Sisters: Sue, Peggy, Donna, Sue, Lorraine, Sue and Diane - You were
such super pledges! We're all so excited to
have you as sisters. 12/1
HUBBAHD PRESENTS CASINO CIWISE:
Saturday, December 2, 8·PM Disco, Cards,
Dancing 1 Merriment. $2, proper dress. Raffle-grano .)!rize : dinner for two at New
England Center. Tickets on sale Friday at
Philbrook . 12/8
To the "dltry old men" or Pike: Thanks so
much for one of our best parties of the year We had a great time ! -Love the "Little
Girls" of Scott . 12/ I
Loor.-Thanks so much for the rose ... of
course I loved it! GOOD LUCK this week
<have fu~? >! ! Lots of Love, SMBS 12/1
Rene & Dion-('ONGHATULATIONS! ! California or BUST!? Don't forget about me
while Y-Ou're soakin' up the sun-Kay?. Love
'ya both, Susana 12/1 ,
CHRISTMAN CHAFTS FAIR: December
7&8, Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m.-6
p.m.12/1
Beth - What's happening_? Anything new and
exciting? Durham hasn t changea but it is
still lacking you . See you soon. 12/1

c'.B. - How are ~our Monday ni~t dates with
?i~f ard

Cosell. Getting anyw ere? -Willie

To the Dvnamie l>npl1•x on Young Ur.
1number 25 I and their notorious neighbors in
number 18, and yoy too ugly.Jeffrey. "Hello
Loves ;ust to let you know we're thinking of

1

k~~1i:a c~~c:'c~io1::~I~ \$~~~ a~~ ~n~et~ !~~
1

crumpetts. Watch out. We shall return! Love
and Craziness, Alison and Katie - London
12/5
Lollipops. Busch Bl'er. llomt>t·oming,
Hockey Games. lla1Jt"· Hours, llangon•rs:
We've been there and tiack, and then some ...
• Miss you lots . Thanks for the flowers. - The
English Muffins . 12/5
---------------llaouv .Birthda~· to tht• guy with IJistachio
shells m his rug and M&M 's in his ·ht>(l.
.... ~~ ~op,r, ~~Jp~~\'tllen. mwe '1as..c*>n1 pany. 12!1 -

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY DECEMBER 1, 197 8

to
"Share Memories of.
Christmas Past"
.at
Durham Red Cross
Holiday Blood Drive
Dec. 11-12-13-14
1 O a.m. to 3 p.m.

MUB,
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M.U .S.O. FilDl Series

" SUNDAY

DEC. 3 - SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER
/

Dir: Francois Truffaut - (Small change), 34 min., 1960, B&W,
Subtitle
Cast: Charles Aznavour, Marie Du Bishop, Nicole Berger,
Michele Mercier
Shoot the Piano Player represents Truffaut's skillful mastery of
the medium and his wild and fanciful fascination for cinematic
devices.

THURSDAY

Dec. 7 MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS*

Dir: Sidney Lu met - Color, 128 min., 1974
Cast: Albert Finney, Jacqueline Bisset, Sean Connery, Micheal
Yqrk, Vanessa Redgrave, Ingrid Bergman, Lauren Bacall
This Agatha Christie Whodunit boasts an incredible inter. national cast as some of the most wonderfully eccentric characte 1~ eve1 t,;1eule<l.

cuAOOIAN ANGEL

SUNDAY
DEC. 10 -A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE

A littl~ angel to w.atch over someone you -care fqr~

24k gold plated, ~rafted in the BAVARIAN Alps.

Dir: Elia Kazan, B&W, 122 min., 1951
Cast: Vivian Leigh, Marlon Brando; Karl Mald~n.
A Streetcar Named Deisre, the genius- of Tennessee Williams,
was at the height of its pwers. The trasnportation to film, far from
injurying the play, magnified and intensified it.

Hugs her lapel or rests protectively on_ her sh_oulfler.
Clutch pin, $5.00 .
Mail check or money order.

'l\¥'Ufn <9fmporis

THURSDAY
Dec. 14 - ONE FLEW OVER THE C,UCKOO's NEST*

20 Thompson Lane, Durham, N.H. 03824
603-898-2190 evenings-

Dir: Milos Forman, 1976, color, 129 min.
Cast: Jack Nicholson, ·Louise Fletcher, William Redfield,
Michael Berryman, Peter Brocco, Will Sampson, Brad Dourif.
For the first time in 42 years, since it happened one night in
c1934, one film has swept all the major Academy A wards.
Show Times: 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Show§ Marked with an Asterisk* begin at 7:00 and 10:00 p. m.
Location: Strafford Rm. Mub
Admission : 75 cents or Seasons Pass

•

Mens & Womens Hairstyling

:.:

Ming Curling Irons
on sale now until Christmas $9.95
Professional design-Spring grip
two heat settings-swivel cord
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''I really enjoy my life as an Army
Nurse. And the salary is super.''
-CAPTAIN JOANNE HOPKINS
"I think I have a lot more
opportunity to take a leadership position here. I feel
special being in the military.''
If you'd like to join
Joanne Hopkins in the
Army Nurse
Corps, here
are a few
facts you
should know.
Army nursing is open

to men and women under the
age of 33, with BSN degrees.
Every Army Nurse is an
officer. Your pay is excellent,
and you
get 30 days
paid vacation
each year.
And your
initial tour is
three yearsjust enough
to try the
job on for
size.

For more information about opportunities for Registered Nurses in the
Army Nurse Corps, write Army Nurse Opportunities, HQ NERRC, Fort
Meade, MD 20755. Or phone collect to 301-677-4891.
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Live,

and get Liv.
·Treat yourself ... to lyrics that
flutter the heart. To a voice that
triggers sighs and smiles.
Livingston-Taylor's new album,
"3-Way Mirror" generates the
~ind of spirited, lifegiving qualities you would expect from an
original.
Livingston's first album on
Epic (and his first release in 5
years) contains nine Taylor made
tunes, and one he's chosen to
interpret. Backed up by Maria
Muldaur on "No Thank You
Skycap;' Liv proves once again
that the love song is alive and
well and waiting to be heard.
Livingston Taylor. Identifiably
his own man.

"3-Way Mirror!'Livingston Taylor's
new album featuring
"L.A. Serenade" and
"Going Round
One More Time!'
On Epic Records and Tapes.

The Army Nurse Corps .
"Appearing at The University of New Hampshire on 12/3"
t,.
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Few hear
new 'town

···..... ···········

crier' in

the MUB
.·· ;_·...:. ·'~-... ....
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TOWN CRIER
continued from page 2
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Town Crier. idea, said, "I'm not
that easily discouraged.'' Corson
plan to get a "Bigger, louder"
speaker system for next week's

·.:.:/'"·:.·:·.··"·........-:-- ....
.... . .

appearance by Student Senator

Ken Davis.
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by-Jeff MacNelly

Shoe

! WN'T KNON W~T~

~ N£~Af?CVT'1Ht5•.. La::K,
I?N'f 111AT CHG/2.Yf-. Tl~

Corson suggested the Town
Crier several weeks ago at an informal gathering of students associated with the caucus.

WW'J/\t7 ON~ OF MY OlP
Thlf:GV VACK~f9?

Some MUB patrons were
amused by Beckingham's appearance at the podium draped
with a Town Crier banner.
"Raise your hand if you want to
ask a question," one joked. But
at least one student was bothered
by the reaction to Beckingham.

~~
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YO{) KNOIJJ, ZDIK,
MAYBE I CIJUW
Ger A HANaE PO/.JT/C4Ll:t?
~ ON 01.R 77MES
/IJEU, YES, I
~ IF I /JXJl<EJ)
9PP0$7HAT
~ AT THEM PO- AMf)ACJ.I 15

~
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by Gary Trudeau

Doonesbury
IA/CU, I TRY 7D
138. ,tJJ() A5 BEST

OF COUl<Se,
IA/Ell, I'/) Jf) BE 6/.A[)

I CAN 7&, /(//l8,
/JE NOW l/VE IN
A SPeC/Al INWREsr STATE.

1EAR1J
7HAT..

_---....c---..
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Some listened attentively to
Beekingham's address. But
many more did not, and the noise
level in the MUB soon Increased
so the audience could barely hear
him .
It didn't seem to bother
Beckingham at all.
"The p0int is," Said Corson,
"some are hearing him---more
than would have otherwise.
We're getting ·student goyer~
ment up in front ·of students. Now
we've got to work on letting
everyone hear.''

1

70 LIXJK INTO

IT FVl<!HeR
FOR >aJ,
(

Bambi Carrier, a senior,
thought it was "too bad" more
people weren't listening.
"I think it's good that somebody's trying to get up and tell
the students about these things,"
Carrier said. "Everything- he's
said could be essent1a1 for commuter students."
Several students said the start
of the Town Crier . program
should have been announced ahead of time. Few seemed to
know what has happening when
Beckingham moved to the microphone.
·~rm not giving up yet." Corson
said, smiling calmly.

!**********~*"ft#~·~:
: . I WOULD LIKE To:

collegiate-crossword
ACROSS

1 Actress Rosemary
7 Orchestra section
(abbr.)
10 Like some jobs
14 Not righteous
15- South African
' capital
17 Light, ringing
sound
18 !Meller
19 Breakfast item
20 Is mournful
22 Fi rearm
23 Mr. Schoendienst
25 Tailless amphibians
26 Food fish
· 27 More despicable
29 Newspaper items
30 Mistake
31 Allures
33 Swindle
34 Spanish explorer
35 Language of the
Koran
39 Tennis need
40 Think
42 Corrrnon ailments
45 Like some checks
46 Actor MacDonald -

....

47
48
50
51
52
54
56
58
-00
61
62
63
64

Topic
Of the Franks
Sidney P_oitier role
Trigonometry
abbreviation
Failed to include
Children's game
Combine
Word in two state
names
Makes joyful
Made uniform
Cosmetician £oty
Suffix for Siam
Marries again
DOWN

1 Coin part
2 Leave the land
3 Fills to excess
4 Bulky ooat
5 Shopping place
6 Fold in cloth
7 Ranches
8 Styles
9 Takes ten
10 Turf
11 Mt. Hood's state
12· Ending
13 Torn piece

tTHANK ALL THOSE:
:wHo MADE-MY 21st~
:BIRTHDAY
THEt.
~1\10ST MEMORABLE.:-

Thank
you
16 " - the season ... " :
~
21 Castle defense
~anng.
24 "Daniel - "
(Eliot novel)
•
Love
26 Musical works
•
_
28 Appraises ·
30 acid
32 Small bed
33 Ill-bred person
36 Robert Merrill,
for one
37 Repeated
38 Ballplayer Ron
40 Word in Bogart fil
title
41 Do newspaper work
42 Furniture wheel
43 East coast ballplayer
44 Of a Christian
season
45 Pool table
materials
48 Hit hard
49 Yielder
52 Ending for pay
53 Mr. Selznick, for
short
55 "My gosh!"
57 Street, for short
59 Gardens, in
England

.
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SAT

--

The Creative Arts Mini-Dorm has openings for the spring semester. If
you are interested in alternativ_e dorm living, contact:

Proposal

~

-SAT

-Office of Residential Life
-Mini-Dorm Head Resident:
Howard Weinstein
-Eaton House A.A. :
Thomas Fortier ·
-Patrick Brennick

~

continued from page.2
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Uppercut Emporium

2-2120

2-2192

Shop & Save Plaza ...
Art Noveau jewelry
!\ntique silver; glass; furniture
Cosmetics
Hand-Knits
Stocking Stuffers
'Gift Certificates

2-1523
Eaton House
Rm.202

L

charges that Stevens actually
drafted- it. He said Sanborn sent
'
the first draft to him and to the
Student Organizations Comm\t·~
.
tee, an overseeing body of student
and faculty appointees.
1e•==~"fl1i..c:=:=wiei•1c==::xaitc::•==>t-itcH==~141 .,HC:=::xtc::ll
The four students spent most · .
of their time repeating objections • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
to the controversial ~1ause taking
financial responsibility from students, although Beckingham and

Gift Wra~ing too!

.

.

~f~~~"-"~f~~t

Langor criticized other parts of

the three-page document.
Beckingham said the :Stuaem
Organizations Committee should
become part of Student Government instead of remaining under
the administration.
He objected to a clause which
assigns responsibility for any infraction_of University rules during
a student-sponsored event to the
organization holding the event.
He said he was "concerned
that disturbances might occur
where there ·is no control over
it," recalling last year's Com1 mander Cody concert. Beckingham .
said Cody violated his contract
with MUSO by bringing alcohol
to the concert.
Beckingham said then-MUSO
President Ian_Wilson's decision
to hold the concert anyway an9
"confine the alcohol to one area"
was a wise one. Under the new
proposal, he continued, Wilson
might have been subject to action
from the Student Organizations
Committee.
L ger called the SAT proposal
a "purge" of the Dean of Students.
It would take authority away from
that office and give it · to the
Student Activities Office, he
charged.
Langer said he thought Stevens
was trying to phase out the Dean
of Students position, and the proposal would make that "easy"
for Stevens.
"That's a good point," said
Onore. "I never thought of that."
Moore dealt almost exclusively
with the financial clause, calling
it an unethical proposal which
could make UNH's "most involved" students apathetic.
"I see a severe dwindling of
student involvement" if the proposal passes, he said. SAT organization members are "the most
interested in what's going on at
the University," he said, and the
proposal to remove financial
responsibility could make them
feel "powerless."
"The SAT organizations don't
want to be treated like high school
entertaiilment committees," he
said.
All four students criticized
Sanborn for not getting student
opinion on changing the regulations before writing the proposal.
Onore said later that there were
several different ways it could
have been done. "What's happening now is exactly what people
would have wanted prior to this
point," .h e said. ~
·
At the meeting, howev~r, Moore
questioned whether student reaction will "carry much weight."

WUNH

Choose from 35 mo~els. All 'at DISCOUNT PmCES. Our
trained staff with their eXperience, skill and patience knows
how to fit b~ts to your budget and your ability.
We t~e the time t9 insure a guaranteed fit.

Over 1000 pair in stock. A model to fit every
ability and budget. Choose from junior and
adult, beginner through racer. Designed
for comfort, fit and performance.

DISCO~NT p;:.~~

1an1an

HEIEALING
OF

SWITZERLAND

FACTORY DIRECT IMPORT

DISCOUNT PRICES FROM

5

5

139·5219

Special • .1• Exhibition modei
only $119

1

,ir

Ar-------~

# 1 boOt on the World Pro Skiing
Tour. Lots of models to choose
from. Feat_ures a 3-piece sidehinged shell design, floating
tongue and constant leverage
buckles.

Save up to 25% off every model.
Junior and adult, beginner
through advanced. A lot of boot .
for the money.

29 • 5 139

DISCOUNT PRICES FROM

5

49~~199

Special ••• Sprint model
reg. $90 now only $69

DRB4TB4T

SKI &SPORTS MART
Route 16

continued from page 1
door: : "WUNHhas been bringing you Marcelle Marcefil!'S Greatest Hits, Volum_e I. · Due to popular demand, Radio for the l)eaf
will continue until further notice."
The first song WUNH played

18laichle

/

DISCOUNT PRICES FROM

WUNH .

.

LTD.

A top-quality American made
boot.Jeatures unique outer
shell, inner-flow pack design,
easy entry, corilfort and warmth.
Recreational through expert
Itlodels.

Breakdown

1t

-· 36 • •209

Spaulding Turnpike

At .Former Great Bay Arena

Newington; NH (603) 431-1394
Sale prices in effect at MANCHESTER
SKI & SPORTS MARJ' and ken jones
SKI & SPORTS SHOP

Discount prices
with pro shop service
l.

v
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BASKETBALL SEASON STATS
P. Dufour
B. VanDeventer
K. Dickson
K. Herbert
C.Gildea
K. Hicks
M.Keeler
D.Chapman
B. Otey
Team
UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

G
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
3

FG
22
17
14
9
8
4
1
1
·1

FGA
43
31
34
28
16
12
4
5
4

PCT
.512
.548
.412
.321
.500
.333
.250
.200
.250

3
3

77
93

177
182

.435
.511

2
0
0

17
17
16
3
4
3
0
0

PCT
.833
.824
.824
.688
.333
.750
.667
.000
.000

50
27

67
43

.746
.628

FT

FTA

5
14
14
11
• 1

6

-3

RBS AVG
3
1.0
28
9.3
6
2.0
18
6.0
18
6.0
6
2.0
6
3.0
1
0.5
1
0.3
25
113 37.3
109 36.3

PF
4
11
7
12
7
2
2
3
1

TO AST
9·
4
6
5
11 11
9
5
5
5
2
4
2
0
1
0
2
1

50
63

42 . 40
34 53

TP
49
48
42
29
17
11
4
2
2

AVG
16.3
16.0
14.0
9.7
5.7
3)
2.0
1.0
0.7

204
213

68.0
71.0

I

cat stats I
Final Lambert Cup
voting
1. UMass (8·3)
2. Delaware (8·3)
3. Lehigh (8-3)
4. C. W. Post (7-2)
5. E. Stroudsburg (10-1)
6. Rhode Island (7-3)
7. AIC (0·2·1)

8. Boston University (6-4)
9. UNH (6·4·1)
10. Shippensburg (7-2)

POINTS, REBOUNQ.S, ASSISTS
Dufour Van Deventer Dickson Herbert Gildea Hicks
Siena 10-0-7
20·9·1
17·2·2 12·8·2
6-7-2 3·3·0
BR
20·2·1
11-11-3
10-2-4 11-4-3
4-4-0 2-1-2
Yale 19-1-1
7.7.3 6-2-2
17·8·1
15-2-5
6..:.6·0

UNH
UNH
UNH

WE MADE
THE MITRE
CHOICE.
ANDIT
STILL
LOOKS
GOOD.
_ As Technical Advisor to the
U.S. Air Force's Electronic
Systems Division, we take on
challenges of worldwide
scope in Command, Control
and Communications. We
meet them. It's exciting.
To staff these large sea le
system engineering project
teams, we want to talk to
Electrical Engineering,
Computer Science and
Mathematics majors.
As for the reasons you
should choose MITRE above
all the others ...

74Siena
58Brown
72Yale

89
56 68

SWimmers
fftll to
Rams

THE PEOPLE
"The people here made the
difference for me. I was a
co-op student for four
years before I joined MITRE
· full time and I've found
that MITRE people are experts who combine a high
degree of challenge with a
genuine willingness to expand my knowledge. Here
you matter as an individual.
Everyone wa[Tis you to succeed CHESTER WYCHE
and they're willing to help." Northeastern, BS in Electrical Engineering '78

TECHNICAL
CHALLENGE

"Right now, everyone
seems to be looking for
Electrical Engineers. So,
they all offer pretty much
the same salaries and
benefits. But, I chose MITRE
because of their broad systems engineering concepts
that offer truly high-level
learning and development
for me."

JIM ISHIKAWA
Brown, Sc.B. in Electrical Engineering '78

LOCATION
"The ocean. The mountains. The city and the
country nearby. It's all
great. But what makes
it matter to me is the
personal encouragement I get at MITRE. I
enjoy the freedom to
discover and pursue
solutions to new
techn.ical problems."
MIRIAM BISCHOFF
Syracuse, BS in Systems & Information Sciences '76
Stanford, MS in Computer Science '78

ADVANCEMENT
"At MITRE, people aren't
preoccupied with titles.

Here advancement means
taking on more responsibility on more projects. That's
just what I was looking for.
I've only been with MITRE
for three months and
already I've been given
individual projects to carry
out on my own."
ROY EDELSTEIN
Ohio State, MA in Philosophy '75, MS in Computer Science '78

,.

,,,

.. , .. ,,,

Think about joining the people
who joined MITRE. and are glad
they did.
Sign up with your Placement
Officer for an on-campus interview with a mem~r of our
Technical Staff. Also, take a look
at our 12 minute color videotape
presentation on what MITRE's
like.
\

MITR~
wiJI be at
The University
of New Hampshire "
on December 8, 1978
If you prefer, you can write to
us directly.at The MITRE
Corporation, College Relations,
8879 Middlesex Turnpike,
Bedford, MA 01730.
THE-------

MI'TRE
CORPORATION

The MITRE Corporat ion is an equa l opportun i ty
emp loyer ac t ively seeking appl icati ons under
its affi rmat ive ac ti on program .

In a meet-which was never a
contest, the UNH men's swim
team was soundly trounced by
the Rams of Rhode Island Wednesday night, 93-19.
The most encouraging note of
the meet was co-captain Pete DeJager's winning time of 2:12 in
the 200 yard backstroke, the Qnly
first place the Wildcats could
manage.
Rhode Island, swimming with
many talented and heavily recruited freshmen, captured 12 out
of 13 events.
Coach Bill Shultz was not discouraged, though, saying he was
"impressed with most of the
times. This was our first meet,
and URI is always tough," he added.
For UNH, besides- DeJager's
first, Brett Cherrington took
second place in both the one
meter and three meter diving
events, and the team recorded _
nine thirds. The weakest area
was the sprints, according to
Shultz, due in part to the unexplainea aosense 01 top sprinter
Atilla Herczeg.
- Among the third place finishers,
Ken Cullerot, swimming the 1000
yard freestyle for the first time,
and co-captain Jeff Cherrington,
who swain the 200 yard individual
mPr11Pvk hnt.h "1nokPcl l!ood" to
Shultz. Also placing were Joe
Harkaway, Chris Douglas, Doug
Sampson, Fred Ludvigson, and
the 400 yard medley relay team of
DeJager, Cherrington, Ludvigson, and Steve Ferranti.
The Cats have another tough
meet Wednesday at Swasey Pool
as they host UMaine, the defending New England Champions.

~~key

continued from page 19

two years.

Defensively, sophomore veteran
Donna Nystrom will start the
season as UNH's number one
goaltender.
"She has no glaring weaknesses,"
Mccurdy said. "Last year we
could relax a little on defense,
relying on Donna to sfop .a few
shots every now and then. It'll be
different this year, playing
stronger teams, but we're lucky
enough to have two other capable
goalies in Bonnie Voye and Lynn
Walsh. "

,.
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Money, facilities hamper clubs
I

This is the first of a series
of articles on the club sports
situation at UNH.
By Beth Albert
The Tai Kwan Do karate club is
being bumped from practice
room to practice room, and now
uses the Strafford Room in the
Memorial Union Building.
- The crew club wants intercollegiate status but can't have it
because there is no money to hire
coaches.
The women's soccer club has to
practice at 6 a.m. in order to use
the upper football field.
The 19 club sports on campus
are suffering from lack of funds
and lack ot practice space.
Michael O'Neil, director of
recreation, said lack of facilities
is true for the whole C11vtston or
athletics.
"We don't have enough gym
and field space. New Hampshire
Hall has a sub-standard gym
which doesn't meet even men's
intercollegiate volleyball
regulations," O'Neil said.
The only regulation size gym on
campus, Lundholm Gym in the
field house, is in use constantly
from morning until night. The
gym is used for open recreation
from 12 to 2 p.m. From 2 to 8:30
the gym is booked solid with intercollegiate sports: women's
volleyball, women's gymnastics,
men's and women's basketball.
''There is a lot of sharing of
gym space. The gymnastics

team works out at the same time
as the volleyball team," O'Neil
said.
Thompson School gets one
court from 7: 30 to 8: 30, while the
other courts are used for
recreation and intramurals.
"Most schools of 6,500 have two
gyms," said O'Neil. "We are
trying to accomodate over 10,000
people with one gym."
Originally, an auxiliary gym
was to be built on the black top
area behind the swimming pooL
Money ran out and the facility
was never built. O'Neil has hopes
that the gym will be built soon,
but is unable to give a specific
date.
About 65 percent of the 8,800
undergraduates at UNH parttctpate tn some rorm or sports
program: informal, intramural,
club or intercollegiate. About 900
students participate in the club
sports program, according to
O'Neil.
"We have a club sports co-ordinator, Elizabeth Hills, but
coaching is purely voluntary,'' he
said.
Field space is also needed.
"We are· trying to level Boulder
Field behind the tennis courts,
but blasting takes money. We are
also trying to swap for some farm
land on the corner of Main Street
and Route 155, but that field
does not have good drainage,"
O'Neil said.
The men's soccer team does

A runner's confession

not have their own practice field.
The women's softball team and
the Men's baseball team share
the same field area, which also Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
ha~ a drainage problem.
I am miserable. All the miles don't seem worth it anymore. I
~lub sports -differ from interlie
to my running friends to save face and members of my track
coHegia t~ ...sports in that coaches
are not hired for a club sport, and club snicker behind my back. I hate admitting the problem, but
the teams receive no money for I'm an unfulfilfed runner.
meals, lodging or scholarships.
You see, after pounding the pavement conscientiously week
The $10,000 club sports budget' in and week out for , nearly eight years, I've never achieved a
covers transportation and suprunner's high.
.
plies costs. The ctew club holds
Oh, I've tried everything: running down quiet country lanes
numerous fund drives to cover
additiomfl travel and uniform ex- at midnight beneath a full moon, wearing 'Running is a Natural
penditures.
. High' t-shirts of every conceivable color and transce11-dent patWhit Mitchell, a senior physical
tern. Lately, I've taken to sniffing trailer truck exhaust.
education major, volunteers six
Nothing.
hours a day to coach the crew
club. He coaches both the men's
I can't cope with running with friends anymore. We get
and women's teams with help about ten mileo out and their fo.cco become etched "'ith cc:Jta:.Jy,
from Barbara Hills, a 1977 UNH
transformed by the rapture of running. Their shoes barely
graduate who volunteers her
touch the earth and their breathing is full anc;l slow. It looks like
time to the club.
they're receiving mystic revelations from Mercury, quickening
"The crew club would like to go
intercollegiate, but we don't have
their pace as they run towards forever.
the funds to meet their needs for
Me?. I plod ahead, chest heaving, feeling like ·my shoes are
a paid coaching staff," O'Neil
said. "The Board of Trustees filled with mercury as I try to keep up with them.
I can't take it anymore. And the peer pressure is unbearable.
budget proposal calls for a $35,000
cut in funds for the division of Why, just last week I met a couple runners who have been runrecreation and athletics."
·
ning for less than two months and they clcilmed they became
Mitchell said the crew club is
one with the universe during thefr first five-mile run.
raising funds to .pay for one or
They looked at me like I committed strange and unnatural
two full-time coaches for next
acts with Nikes when I said I had never experienced a runner's
year. "I'll be leaving next year,
and the team wants to have a
high.
steady, available coach instead
:Is there something wrong with me? Should I try new shoes?
of a coach who might work with
New orthotics? A new running magazine?
the team just once a week,'' he
And the dreams--God, the dreams. Last night I dreamed I ate
said.
five pairs of waffle trainers while sitting - on top of Mount
Everest.
ls the problem physical or psychologica:l? Oh please help me.
I'll still run, but it just won't be worth it unless I can feel that
natural, intoxication flush steal over me like a warm, spring
day.
Yours desperately,
An l.Jnfulfilled Runner

Icewomen

open at
Colby
today _

The UNH wo~en 's ice hockey
team opens its defense of last
year's perfect 15-0 record when it
locks horns with the Mules of
Colby College at Waterville, Maine.
UNH faces a tough 18 game schedule this year, strengthened by the
addition of Clarkson College, Baston
State and two tournaments- the Concordia Invitational in Montreal, Quebec, and the Wildcat's own Granite
State Tournament, both i!l..J~uary.
"We can't take anybody lightly,"
Mccurdy said. "Everyone will be
waiting for us, preparing for us a
little differently."
But the Wildcats should be prepared themselves. Mccurdy said
there will be more depth and more
balance on this year's squad.
Two-thirds of the UNH "GAS
(Goal-A-Shift) Line" is returning
from the 1977-78 season. Kathy
Bryant and Gail Griffith are the
two veteran GAS Liners.
Mccurdy has called them "two
top snipers in women's ice hockey."
Behind Melissa White, who led last
_year's team in ouense with 30
goals and 43 assists, Bryant and
Griffith had 67 and 49 points
respectively. White will be the
Wildcat forward Brendan VanDeventer pulls down one of his missing Gas Line element, at least
eight rebounds against Yale. UNH toppled the Elis, 72-68, until January.
To fill White's vacated left-wing
on Tuesday. Helping to block out Yale's Andy Fleming is
position, Mccurdy will go with
UNH's Ken Herbert. (Art Illman photo)
·
freshman Diane Langlais.
"Diane has shown a lot of potential, and she's going to add a lot of
speed to the line.''
Another strong line is shaping
up around the talents of sophomores Carol Menard and Gabby
Jjaroules.
Menard (12-10-22), "had to have
been last year's most improved
Once agam things are back in full swing on the athletic scene
player," Mccurdy said. Menard,
around these parts. Next week will provide a sampling of all the
however, wUI miss today's game
men's sports, but most of the women's teams are on the road. The
against Colby with a foot injury.
schedule:
"Haroules is a windfall," said
Mccurdy. "She's a rangy center
HOCKEY: Men vs. RPI, Snively Arena, tomorrow 7 pm; Corwith a hell of a reach, and should
'
nell. next Saturday 7 pm.
be a big factor for us by DecemBASKETBALL: Men vs. Springfield, .Lundholm Gym, Thurs
ber." Haroules, in her first year
day, 8pm.
on the ice hockey team, has been
SWIMMING: Men vs. Maine, Swasey Pool, Wednesday; Holy
the leading scorer for the UNH
Cross, Saturday; Women vs. Boston College, Friday 5 pm.
field hockey team for the past
WRESTLING: Bowdoin, Lundholm Gym, Wednesday.

SPORTS ON CAMPUS
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SPORT SHORTS
Grapplers pin Lowell
The UNH varsity wrestling team opened its season Wednesday
with a 39-8 demolition of Lowell University. Norm Soucy,
Bruce Cerullo and co-captain Bob McNally collected pins for the
Wildcats.
The UNH wrestlers dominated the meet, losing only one match.
Tom Senator opened the meet in the 118-pound weight class
by defeating Lowell's Jim Gore, last year's Massachusetts
state high school champion.

The UNH women's swim team continued its winning ways,
scoring a decisive victory over BU, 76-55 to extend their
record - to 3-0. Tommorrow, the Wildcats will try to make
it four in a row as they travel to Amherst for a 1:00 meet
against UMass.
The BU meet, which was held in Boston last Tuesday,
must be considered a major upset, according to coach Carol
Lowe.
''The whole team was outstanding,'' said Lowe proudly,
"We overpowered them with team spirit, psych, and alot of
hard work."

Meet relocated
The site of tomorrow's men's track meet between UNH and
Maine has been trapsferred to the Maine campus in Orono.
The Paul Sweet Oval in the Field House, the original site,
is not yet ready for use after undergoing repairs, according to
Allan Chamberlin, assistant sports information director at UNH.
.................. - .................. ,...
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Hoopsters _to take on URl
By Tom Lynch
their attention to defense, shut- game.
The UNH · Wildcat basketball ting-the Elis down completely for
Yale, however, wasn't ready to
team puts its 2:.1 record, its first nearly seven minutes. Hicks hit sit back and take the loss. Down
winning mark since the first on a jump shot to give the Cats 69-63 with 42 seconds to go, Elis
game of last season, on the line the lead, 48-47, to cap the 12-point Tim Daaleman and-Dick Shea cut
tomorrow night when it travels to comeback.
the margin to two with 12 seconds
Kingston, RI, to face the URI
left, 70-68. Friel hurriedly called
"Hicks
gave
us
a
real
boost
Rams.
tonight,'' said UNH head coach a time out to regroup his forces.
The Ca ts won their second Gerry Friel, "especially in his Forward Ken Herbert was fouled
game in a row Tuesday night de- first varsity home game." Hicks on the inbounds pass', and confeating Yale, 7Q-64 in Lundholm finished the game with six points, verted both ends of the one-andone to finally ice the win.
Gy~-·
,
and all three baskets came in
The two-game winning streak Rhode Island remains_~ strong clutch situations for the Cats.
for the Cats equals last season's
team this season, despite the loss
The comeback wa-s even more longest. "When you start out 0-1,
of point guard Jiggy Williamson.
___ Sly Williams, URI's high .scoring impressive as a result of the out- and then win. tight games here
shooting of the Elis. UNff and at Brown, you get a little conforward, is returning after side
presented a zone defense most of fidence in yourself," said
posting a 19.4 points-per-game the
game, and Yale tried to draw Dickson. "We have to win those
average last season.
it out with long jump shots. "We tight ones early, or lose that conThe- Rams had a 2-0 record decided not to overextend ourfidence."
~wine into last nieht's eame with
.:ielve.:1," Priel ,:,ttid. "Let them
"We had to keep our poise,"
Stonehill, having beaten Mans- shoot--we'll give them the 20
field State, 77-59, and Brown, 67- foolers. In the end, it paid off. Friel said. "Keith ran the show.
54. UNH bested Brown for third Their shots didn't go up as He didn't have a good first half,
place in that team's Tap-Off nicely." The Elis shot 57.5 per- so he got sterner with himself and
Tournament Saturday on two cent in the first half, and only 44.8 became m.ore disciplined.''
"The home crowd gave us a
Keith Dlckson free throws with in the second.
definite advantage,'' he con_§econds remaining, 58-56.
"We're getting the big shot tinued. "To come out with a win
Williams is the-top rebounder when we need it,'' said co-captai11 here
is very pleasing.''
and scorer for the Rams after two Dickson. "That's a difference
Basketball
Shorts--The freshgames, with averages of 8.5 re- from last year.,.,
men
who
make
up better than
bounds and 18 points.
Both teams struggled to retain hair' of the UNH s_9uad have
The Wildcats pulled out the win the lead for the remainder of the made a good showing so far in the
Tuesday with a gutsy comeback game. Dickson pulled the Cats young season. The group has netin the second half, led by fresh- back into a tie, 58-58, when he ted 34 points to date, with
man Karl Hicks and co-captain scored on a ·fast break off an in- Gildea' s 17 in the lead ...
Brendan VanDeventer.
.terception by freshman forward Tomorrow might not be the last
After taking a 38-32 lead at half- Chris Gildea. Guard Paul Duf9ur, time the Cats will have to face
time, Yale upped the margin to who led the UNH scoring attack URI this year. The Rams are also
47-36 five minutes into the second with 19 points, put the Cats up by entered in the Motor City Classic
half. The Wildcats ·then turned four with two minutes left in the on December 28 and 29.

'the new hampshire
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UNH co--captain Brendan VanDeventer goes up for a shot over
Yale's Tony- Licwinko durin~ UNH's vict.ory over tite Eli~.
VanDeventer tossed in 17 pomts as the Wiidcats upped therr
record to 2-l. (Art Illman photo)

Tough month ahead -for Cats

S

ByLeeHunsaker
squeakedbyRPI,3-1. tteamwe'regoingtoplay."
RPI,-Cornell, Harvard-and Bos- · - The s-econd reason is that Ws - And for the moment, the team
ton College will prQvide the UNH better to catch RPI, Cornell and is RPI. But UNH can't overlook
hockey team with its first four even BC early in the season Cornell, even though the Big Red
Division I tests this year. With rather than when -they'll graduated 13 players. Or, for that
the exception of Harvard, all the naturally be tougher -thanks t<:> matter, Harvard, who has surgames will be at Snively Arena game experience.
prised people early, or BC.
including two exhibition games
"But also what people must
The Eagles could possibly be
against the Swedish National remember," said Coady, "is that the Wildcat's easiest, opponents ,
Team on December 13 and 17.
even though we might be playing for this semester, if you could call
But what the Wildcats are a good team, they <RPI and Cor- BC easy. With captain Joe
thinking about is RPI. The En- nell) have to face a good team, Mullen, Joe Augustine and goalie
gineers have traditionally been too."
Paul Skidmore out because of
tough opposition, and to ~ begin a
Wildcat goalies Ken Lorance acade~ic ineligibility, BC could
season with them seems foolish to and Greg Moffett have taken a . face a tough start.
Lorance said the Wildcats can't
some.
one-game-at-a-time attitude to"But you've got to remember ward the season.
afford to look beyond teams. "If
all the time we've had to prepare
"I try not to pay attention to we concentrate on the game
for them," counters UNH captain pre-season polls," said Lorance. we're playing," he said, "we're
Bob Gould.
"I guess I think more about the going to do well."
"A lot of the other teams have
-played two or three games
already. But we've had a longer
time to get rid of our mistakes
before we play games that really
count," he said.
The Wildcats slid through their
normal five game enhibition season of Division II teams and then
By Lee Hunsaker
~teve Slack and John Emerson
added Northeastern at the end.
The Engineers of RPI, to pick up the slack."
Unfortunately, the Huskies didn't
already 2-1 on the sea_son, will
In goal, Salfi, said he will
play as their predecessors had
invade Snively Arena tomorrow probably go with veteran Ian
and upended UNH, 5-4.
night as the Wildcats open their Harrison, who ·has played in
''The guys now know we have
1978-79 campaign for the ECAC two of the Engineers' games
to skate a little harder," said
title. Game time is 7:00.
so far.
senior Bruce Crowder. "We can't
As UNH labored through six
As for a game plan, Salfi SC}id
just put our skates on and expect
exhibition games, RPI started RPI plays "probably as close
to win.''
early, first dumping Waterloo to UNH's style as anyone.''
Crowder also said the loss
University 6-1 before dropping
From the Wildcat standwould help _UNH more th~n hurt.
a close 3-1 game to Boston point, head coach Charlie Holt
Right winger Bruce Crowder's experience and ability· wili "It'll be a boost," he said. "We'll
University in Troy, N.Y.
plans on going _with his first
be needed by UNH tomorrow as an injury-plagued Wildcat just come out flying for RPI."
Days later, RPI gained its. three lines "most of the time."
squad hosts a young RPI team in UNH's season o~ener.
As~istant captain Sean Coady
present record when it defeated
The two concerns on offense
echoed Crowder!s thoughts.
Harvard 6-5 in overtime, hand- are Ralph Cox and Terry Flan"We've been dying for a
ing the Crimson its second agan, both of whom have been
game," he said. "We've all been
loss of the season.
plagued with shoulder trouble
getting sick of exhibitions and
According to head coach Jim throughout the pr~-season.
scrimmaging ourselves in pracSalfi, the Engineers have had Defensively, assistant captain
tice."
trouble with the scoring punch. - Sean Coady is also bothered
RPI, according to many team
Of the three lines which skate by a shoulder injury, but Holt
members, is a good way to open
regularly, Salfi has either six plans on his playing against
the season--even with Cornell
or seven freshmen among the the Engineers with linemate
UNH football players Don Wohlfarth, Dave Kelley and Bill
right behind them. There are two
nine forwards.
Ron Reeve.
Logue have been named to the ECAC Division -I-AA all-star
reasons.
"Our scoring has really been
The other two defensive
team. Wildcat flanker Dave Loehle was selected to the first team
The first came from head
dispersed," said Salfi. "A- pairings have freshman Ross
of the All-Yankee Conference squad.
'
.coach Charlie Holt when he
gainst Harvard we out-shot -Yantzi a11d sophomore Bruce
Offensive tackle Kelley and co-captain center Wohlfarth, both
asked, "Who's easy? Every team
them, but we qidn't have a lot Rintoul together and Brad Holt _
seniors, were the only members of the UNH offensive line squad
will be tough this year." Holt's
of good shots on net. And I with sophomore Mike Wagto play in every game this season while injuries hampered
remarks hold merit, as can be
think we skated better against horne.
their linemates.
seen in some early season
BU.
The one position still in
Logue, while missing several games with a shoulder in.results. Rebuilding Harvard up"We haven't been scoring a question is the goaltending spot.
jury, came on strong at the end of the season to anchor the Wildset highly-rated Providence, 5-2,
lot of goals, and we're going Holt has split the duties becat defensive line.
Dartmouth nearly toppled topto have to rely on <Steve) tween senior Ken Lorance and
Loehle was the Cats' top receiver for the season with 514
ranked Boston University 6-4,
Stoyanovich 0-6-7), sophomore sophomore Greg Moffett.
yards.
and ~he same Terriers just
-

-

-ECAC season opens
against RPI tomorrow

/

Four UNH gridders
Da1ned All-Stars

